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Model numbers and specifications are for reference only and subject to change without prior notice. Gorenje continuously seeks improvements in specification, design and production 
of products and thus, alternations take place periodically. All descriptions and installation diagrams are intended as a guide only. Due to variation in photographic and printing processes, 
colours of actual products may vary from illustrations. ©
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Gorenje Group is one of the five largest household appliances manufacturers 
in Europe. It has been supplying technologically perfected, superiorly designed, 
energy-efficient home appliances to users in seventy countries around the 
globe, improving the quality of their living for more than 60 years.

Gorenje is constantly raising the bar of quality standards and consumer 
expectations. Being one of the leading manufacturers, Gorenje’s quality 
and reputation are witnessed by numerous prestigious international awards 
including the Red Dot Design Award, Plus X AwardTM, Grüner Stecker Prize, 
Get Connected Product of the Year Award, Product Innovation Award, Trusted 
Brand, Superbrands, to name but a few.

www.gorenje.com

Turn The 

pages of This 

brochure 

and discover 

for yourself.
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soluTions of Today

a vision for The fuTure

eXperience froM The pasT

For the past 60 years, Gorenje has been a brand of excellence 
that consistently produces domestic appliances of the 
highest quality. Followed by the first patent awarded in 
1956, Gorenje has over 150 patents and numerous innovation 
awards to this day, a fully successful 60 years later.
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a vision for The fuTure
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design 

Intelligent use of 
modern technology
Innovation pushes the limits. But its 
true value goes further than that: it 
lies in balancing the expectations 
of the users and the possibilities 
of modern technology. Excellence 
is witnessed by advanced, solidly 
built and reliable products whose 
e f f i c i e n cy  w i l l  co nv i n ce  eve n 
those with the strictest standards. 
Innovation is a way of our thinking 
and the fundamental guideline in 
development of high-quality and 
durable products.

Appealing form and ergonomics 
for individual lifestyles 

The essence of good design is total understanding of the form, which 
ennobles the products fundamental use value. We devote particular attention 
to comfort and safety while paying due respect to the aesthetic sense of each 
individual. Superior quality of genuine materials, ergonomics, and aesthetic 
harmony reach beyond anything known in the past as they are fused into 
original design solutions of today.
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Respect the Nature
 
Quality of living goes hand-in-hand with environmental care. 
This compels our use of environmentally friendly technology 
and manufacturing processes. The production process 
includes increasing the use of more recyclable materials and 
components. Products excel with functions that provide 
considerable savings in power or water throughout their 
useful life. Together, we are preserving the environment for the 
generations to come.

siMpliciTy 
Comfort of use 
for better quality of life
 
Understanding of the users’ needs for a quality 
way of living is the central guiding principle of 
development. Convenient solutions exceed the basic 
expectations with remarkably simple choice of the 
best suited programmes and settings. The shortest 
possible route to desired result is guaranteed, 
without constraining the possibilities of choice or 
requiring any effort. Ours is a quest for affordable 
convenient solutions that make life simpler.

ecology
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The coMforT of beauTy 

The beauTy of Technology

design is boTh

The Red Line
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We believe that quality and 
functionality can afford to be noticed, 
and that design should attract, it should 
stand out and inspire. In collaboration 
with international designers, we have 
managed to combine what was once 
incompatible: pleasant to behold, 
easy to use and affordable in price.  

Open to new ideas, we use the latest 
technology to transform everyday 
household items into desirable 
objects of beauty that are also 
environmentally efficient. Dedicated 
to being user-friendly, we understand 
people needs. Committed to superb, 
yet accessible design, we aim to 
create new perspectives in the art of 
living. 

Our state of the art technology is 
effortless and sets no limits, it inspires 
a new open-minded approach to 
home living.

Gorenje fridge for iPod
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The planeT is our hoMe

The environmenT is The foundaTion of our fuTure. We preserve iT.

Today, about 40 percent of CO2 emissions are generated by households. An 
old appliance can consume two or three times more resources than the latest 
models. The purchase of the best energy rated appliance is a worthy long-term 
investment that will save your money and the environment. 

By changing the way we live, taking an interest in sustainable living and 
introducing new energy and water efficient appliances into our homes, would 
not only provide substantial household savings, but would contribute to reduce 
the pressure on our planet’s resources.

Today, our quality of living is closely related to the care of the environment. 
While complying with the most stringent environmental protection standards 
(ISO14001 and EMAS), Gorenje is developing environment-friendly technologies 
and processes that have the least impact to the planet. By offering products 
made of environment-friendly materials and by including of functions that 
deliver considerable power and water savings throughout that appliance’s 
useful life, we join you in common efforts to preserve the environment for the 
generation to come.

The environmenT is The foundaTion of our fuTure. We preserve iT.

Today, about 40 percent of CO2 emissions are generated by households. An 
old appliance can consume two or three times more resources than the latest 
models. The purchase of the best energy rated appliance is a worthy long-term 
investment that will save your money and the environment. 

By changing the way we live, taking an interest in sustainable living and 
introducing new energy and water efficient appliances into our homes, would 
not only provide substantial household savings, but would contribute to reduce 
the pressure on our planet’s resources.

Today, our quality of living is closely related to the care of the environment. 
While complying with the most stringent environmental protection standards 
(ISO14001 and EMAS), Gorenje is developing environment-friendly technologies 
and processes that have the least impact to the planet. By offering products 
made of environment-friendly materials and by including of functions that 
deliver considerable power and water savings throughout that appliance’s 
useful life, we join you in common efforts to preserve the environment for the 
generation to come.
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We are a Member to Save the Earth
 
President of Gorenje, Mr. Franjo Bobinac is the Steering 
Committee of the European Committee of the Domestic 
Equipment Manufacturers (Conseil Européen de la Construction 
d’appareils Domestiques - CECED). 

The Steering Committee acts as supreme body of the CECED as it draws up guidelines for CECED’s activities. 

CECED represents the household appliance manufacturing industry in Europe. Its main objective is to strive for 
improvement of performance of household appliances with reduced environmental impact. The Association acts as a 
partner in dialogue with the EU’s political and regulatory institutions that prepare and pass acts which are binding for 
EU members. Gorenje is a member of CECED since 1998.

Clean Approaches, Environmentally Friendly Production

The approach of introducing clean, environmentally friendly technologies has been growing together with Gorenje 
since the beginning. Particularly since 1985 it has not been possible to apply any technology without consent by the 
department of environmental protection.

Gorenje abolished dangerous and polluting procedures substantially earlier than required. We have our own plastics 
and polystyrene plants where all waste material is returned to production processes. All technological enameling 
procedures and surface treatment of metals are ecologically the best. At certain points we even exceed statutory and 
environmental requirements and achieve significant results in reducing negative impacts on the environment. 

our fuTure 
depends on The environMenT

Investing in environment-friendly technologies – even more than required by the legislation – is a token of responsibility 
both to our environment and to the generations to come. With regard to environment protection, Gorenje is at the top 
of European industry in terms of both appliances development and technological procedure management. 

We are a parT of 
The soluTion
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GENERAL
•	 Environmentally friendly powder 

varnishing was introduced into 
the production of cooking appli-
ances in 1998.

•	 All Gorenje appliances are made 
of materials which can be recy-
cled to more than 95%.

OVEN
•	 Nearly all Gorenje ovens fall into 

energy class A+. 
•	 EcoClean enamel retains heat 

and thus consumes less energy. 
•	 Aqua Clean function lets you to 

clean your oven with water only 
and in low temperature.

INDUCTION HOB
•	 With using Gorenje ExtremePow-

er induction hob, cooking time is 
1/3 less than cooking by gas hob 
and save up to 50% energy.

•	 Our glass-ceramic hobs are 
equipped with several-level 
regulation of temperature.

REFRIGERATORS
•	 In 1993, Gorenje was the first one 

in Europe to reduce and then to 
abolish the use of ecologically 
unfriendly cooling and push 
agents which warm the environ-
ment and destroy ozone.

•	 In 2000, environmentally friendly 
powder varnishing was intro-
duced into the production of 
refrigerators.

•	 Thicker insulation and energy 
saving components were intro-
duced and we have managed to 
halve electricity consumption.

•	 All Gorenje refrigerators have re-
ceived A+ or A rating for energy 
performance, which can bring 
you energy savings of up to 25%.

DISHWASHERS 
•	 Gorenje dishwashers with A 

rating for energy efficiency, 
consumes only 12 liters of water 
per washing cycle, while 80 liters 
of water would be required for 
washing up the same quantity of 
dishes by hand. Water saved per 
week is equivalent for a full bath.

•	 On average class A dishwashers 
consume only 0.5 kWh of elec-
tricity per washing-up cycle.

LIFE AFTER LIFE, 
RECYCLING OF HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
 
Already upon the birth of the product we were aware that one day it will stop working. Therefore all 
products are made in the way which allows for easy disassembling and recycling in their last stage of life. 
As few variants of the same material as possible are built into the product, so that the need for separating 
in recycle procedure is limited. We have planned as few different types of joints as possible, which allows 
for easy disassembling in the recycle centre. Products are made of materials and components which may 
be recycled to at least 95%.

All plastic parts are marked, which allows for easy separation of different types of plastics. By recycling of 
materials, the emission of waste is reduced, and at the same time we save a lot indirectly. The production 
of basic materials, such as metal, requires a lot of energy and thus results in emission into the air and in 
the ground. Recycling procedures resulted in decreasing consumption of natural resources, waste parts, 
made of plastics and metals, may be returned to different production processes.

Up-to-Date Solutions, 
Environmentally Friendly Production
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MilesTones on our Way 

1975 The first waste water treatment plant was built in Gorenje.

1985 An independent Gorenje department for environmental safety was founded in  Gorenje, 
called Ecology, since then all technology has been developed in respect to the  environ-
ment.

1987 The use of petroleum was completely replaced by natural gas.

1993 Gorenje was among the first in Europe to reduce and then to abolish the use of ecologically 
unfriendly cooling and push agents in the production of refrigerators.

1994 Gorenje abolished the procedure of cyanide galvanisation on voluntary basis, even before 
the latter was regulated by law.

1998 - 2000 Powder varnishing in production replaced liquid-based varnishing.

1998 Gorenje joined CECED (European Committee of Domestic Equipment Manufacturers), 
that is an organization, which represents interests of European domestic equipment              
manufacturers.

1999 Launch of energy class A products.

2003 Gorenje started to implement the requirements of WEEE Directive – European Directive on 
waste electrical and electronic equipment (2002/96/ES) – waste electrical and electronic 
equipment which makes manufacturers of electrical and electronic equipment responsible 
for products after the end of their useful life, and RoHS Directive - Restriction on the Use of 
Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment.

2004 Own polystyrene plant.

2006 Production of appliances which comply with RoHS Directive.

2008 Opened the first Zero Carbon House in France (teamed up with UK’s Zero Energy 

 Development Factory – ZED Factory).

2009 Own largest hazardous waste treatment plant in Slovenia, invested amount EUR6.8 million.

2010 Opened a production line for producing solid fuel from non-hazardous waste.

2010 Own solar plant, invested amount EUR585,000.
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Gorenje DeSIGneD BY KArIM rAShID

THE TOUCH 
OF LIGHT

www.gorenje.com/karimrashid/en

A fusion of minimalism and colour, pure and 
bold, function and interactive.

A contemporary collection, distinctive for dynamic design, 
rounded lines and high-quality aluminium finish. Innovative design 
and cutting-edge technology leave an impression of colourfulness 
and versatil ity. responding to a gentle touch, MoodLite 
technology will colour your world in one of the seven hues.
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new York - based designer Karim 
rashid is one of the most prolific 
designers of his generation. over 
3,000 designs in production, over 
300 awards and working in over 35 
countries attest to Karim's legend of 
design. 

The award-winning industrial 
designer has undertaken projects for 
hundreds of clients all around the 
world; Alessi, Artemide, Audi, Bozart, 
Cappellini, estée Launder, Giorgio 
Armani, Issey, Kenzo, Prada, Sony, 
Toyota and Umbra, just to name the 
most prestigious ones. 

his style is best described as sensual 
minimalism. his ideas are techno-
organic and info-aesthetic. They 
combine natural soft lines with 
convenient solutions. 

PINK 
IS THE NEW BLACK

KARIM RASHID. A GLOBAL ICON OF 

MODERN DESIGN.
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Gorenje DeSIGneD BY KArIM rAShID

“Good design is a rapture of experience. I believe objects and spaces 
should not be obstacles in life but raptures of experience. Objects 
become the organisms we live with.”

The magical light of vertical LeD-
illuminated strip evokes an individual 
experience of the space. responding 
to a gentle touch, it will colour your 
world in one of the seven hues – for a 
while, or just for a moment.

MoodLite TeChnoLoGY. 
A ToUCh oF LIGhT AnD 
CoLoUr. DAY In, DAY oUT, YeT 
DIFFerenT eACh DAY. 
It allows a play of colour, and affords 
endless freedom to the inspiration 
and emotions of each moment. Do 
not adapt to the moment – let the 
moment be shaped by your desires.

MysticWhite, BabyPink, hotPink, 
DeepPurple, SkyBlue, LimeGreen, 
juicyorange. Your home can be 
different each day and each moment. 
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MoodLite

Aesthetics or functionality? our 
cutting-edge technology delivers 
both. MoodLite technology does not 
only endow the ambiance with the 
desired hue of colour; when activated, 
it also affords a look into the oven 
interior, while the red tint will warn 
you of high oven temperature. The 
light band is both an aesthetic form 
and innovative function. 

CHARM YOUR SENSES
Innovative technology. A touch of perfection. reflections of magical light and modern aesthetics. 
The colour of light echoes the colour of the moment. new generation ovens proudly feature a number of 
patented innovative solutions.

homeMADe

The innovative design of the 
homeMADe oven cavity, featuring a 
vaulted ceiling and rounded side walls, 
couples with precisely thought-out 
heater placement, delivers superior 
cooking results. This unique design 
is inspired by traditional wood-fired 
bread ovens relies on highly efficient 
and fully uniform distribution of hot 
air. 

DirecToUCh

A perfect result in only three simple 
steps. numerous preset programmes 
automatically set the right 
combination of cooking parameters 
and make sure for the excellent 
cooking result.
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Gorenje DeSIGneD BY KArIM rAShID

PowerBoost

The cutting-edge white hob boasts 
speed, low power consumption, safety, 
and touch control. The PowerBoost 
function additionally increases the 
performance and capacity of the 
induction zone. 

TOUCH 
THE MAGIC
Pure aesthetics. Unique graphics. 
A touch that stirs up new 
experiences.  The alluring lines in 
the graphical pattern will seduce 
your senses. Discretely, subtly, 
yet convincingly they stress the 
sensuality of minimalism.  

LIGHT YOUR WAY
The freshness of new form. Innovative features. endow your space with air and light. A single touch of the 
moodlite strip will turn the space into an oasis of select hues that will caress the senses and evoke a very 
special atmosphere.

MoodLite

The multi-colour LeD-illuminated 
stripe visually merges the cooker hood 
with the oven. Colours for every mood 
and ambiance. Smoothly uniform and 
harmonius.

Touch Control

The electronic setting of the cooker 
hood is a breakthrough in user-
friendly operation. Carefully studied 
positioning of the control section on 
the LeD-illuminated stripe enables 
simple setting of the extraction power, 
adjustable in four levels.

17



 Design:
•	 Brushed aluminium finishing 
•	 LeD illuminated stripe: 7 colours
•	 homeMADe design cavity

 Features:
•	 DirecToUCh electronic control
•	 13 cooking functions :

 - Conventional heating (upper heat + bottom heat)
 - Upper heater
 - Bottom heater
 - Small variable grill 
 - Large variable gril
 - Large variable grill with fan
 - hot fan
 - Bottom heat with fan
 - Bottom heat with hot fan
 - FastPreheat
 - WarmPlate
 - StayWarm
 - Defrost

•	 8 automatic programmes setting
•	 3 memory settings
•	 Start delay
•	 Alarm timer

 Cleaning features :
•	 AquaClean 
•	 ecoClean enamel
•	 Full glass inner door
•	 Drop down grill element

 Safety systems :
•	 DynamiCooling System+
•	 Cool Door (3-layer of glass + 1 reflective layer)
•	 Child lock
•	 Safety door lock

 Technical information:
•	 65L usable volume
•	 275oC max. temperature
•	 Total connected load: 3300W

 Supplied accessories:
•	 3-level telescopic guides
•	 1 deep baking tray
•	 1 shallow baking tray
•	 1 oven grid
•	 1 grease filter

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 595h x 597W x 547D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	 583-590h x 560W x 550D

 Made in E.U.

 Indent only

BO87KR  Built-in oven $42,800

100

1

2

min 8mm

If a piece of kitchen 
furniture with a handle for 
opening (2) is installed
under the oven (a drawer, 
cupboard), the distance 
between the bottom of 
the peice of furniture (1) 
and the upper edge of the 
handle (2) must be at least 
8mm.
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Gorenje DeSIGneD BY KArIM rAShID

IT641KR  Built-in 4-zone induction hob $30,800

DQGA65KR  60cm wall mounted cooker hood $31,800

 Design:
•	 White ceramic glass
•	 Aluminium grinded edges

 Features:
•	 Smart touch control
•	 9 power levels
•	 Booster function on all zones 
•	 Melt/ keep warm function
•	 Stop/Go function
•	 Minute minder
•	 Timer

 Safety systems:
•	 residual heat indicator
•	 Pan detection
•	 BoilControl
•	 Safety switch off
•	 overheat protection
•	 Child lock

 Design:
•	 Brushed aluminium finishing
•	 LeD illuminated stripe: 7 colours

 Features:
•	 electronic touch control
•	 4 speed levels
•	 exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	 Max. airflow: 730m3/hr
•	 2 x 20W halogen light bulbs
•	 1 aluminium grease filter
•	 150mm tube connection
•	 optional charcoal filter
•	 Total connected load : 220W

 Technical information:
•	 Cooking zone output (diameter):

- Front left: 2.3/3.7 (210mm)
- Front right: 1.85/3.0 (180mm)
- rear left: 1.4/2.2 (145mm)
- rear right: 1.85/3.0 (180mm)

•	 Total connected load: 7400W

 Appliance dimensions: 
•	 43h x 600W x 514D

 Cut out dimensions:
•	 560W x 490D

 Made in E.U.

 
 Indent only

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 1040-1550h x 595W x 382.5D

 Made in E.U.

 
 Indent only
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*min. distance between lowest point of the hood  
 and electric hob: 500mm, gas hob: 650mm
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Gorenje DeSIGneD BY PInInfarIna
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www.gorenje.com/pininfarina/steel

DESIGN 
THAT LASTS

The secrets behind great design 
– Gorenje Pininfarina

Gorenje Pininfarina Collection is a perfect fusion of technological 
perfection and imaginative form: there are no knobs or handles 
to disrupt the smooth lines luring your eyes. Your gaze will rest 
and feast on the noble lustre. Timeless elegance of anodized 
metal finish and the charming fragility of glass. Purity of design 
harboured by the excellence of materials.
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Paolo Pininfarina, chairman of 
Pininfarina S.p.a., is a globally 
renowned designer famous for its 
automobile designs – most notably, 
the cult ferrari. Its cooperation with 
Gorenje dates back two decades. 

Gorenje and Pininfarina believe 
that by combining the principles of 
excellence in design and the latest 
technology, they have created future 
classic, a design that is determined 
to survive, outlive trends and become 
an icon - Design That Lasts. 

ETERNAL AIR 
OF PERFECTION
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“The complementarity of top design, advanced technologies and 
innovation is obviously a good formula for successful cooperation.”

Design of the Gorenje Pininfarina 
Collection is an invigorating unity of 
opposites. Tradition and durability 
are intertwined with radiantly bright 
and unpredictable future. The 
unstoppable elegance and subtlety of 
the form are combined with quality 
and technological perfection to forge 
a future in which you can enjoy today. 
Time is on your side. The surprising 
combination of materials will enchant 
and entice you. Simplicity of use will 
convince and thrill you. The interplay 
of the two will result in a perfect 
mosaic, a harmony of the beautiful 
and the efficient. Impermanence of 
the world and the hedonistic air of 
the moment coalesce in the timeless 
trail of perfection of the Gorenje 
Pininfarina Collection.
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HomeMaDe 

a unique innovation modelled on 
traditional wood-fired bread ovens! 
Gorenje multi-system ovens with 
unique arched cavity ceiling and 
original HomeMaDe technology that 
allows the effect of the traditional 
wood-fired oven also boast 
exceptional volume and maximum 
useful baking area. 

27 auto programmed 
recipes

27 recipes are prepared for your 
easy access. just select the dish that 
you want to cook and place it in the 
correct shelf level (as shown in the 
display), then press start. just a piece 
of cake then you can get your dish 
well done.

Pull-out telescopic 
guides 

The oven boasts pull-out telescopic 
guides, which make it easy to take out 
hot trays and improve control of the 
cooking or baking process.

MultiSlider control

The innovative MultiSlider control technology allows total control 
of cooking power, time, and other functions for each cooking zone 
separately. each zone is controlled by sliding of your finger across 
the control area. 

HOB

OVEN

Touch control 
screen

Smooth glass surface is easy to clean 
and the screen offers a wide array of 
possibilities. for example, it allows 
you to store your own combination of 
cooking functions and to browse your 
favourite recipes.

oven door

The black glass stripe on the oven door 
is a daring experiment in transparency 
and illusion. The oven light neutralizes 
the tinted grey tones and reveals a 
transparent, clear glass, offering an 
unmatched view of the delicacies you 
are preparing.



Gorenje DeSIGneD BY PInInfarIna
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Touch control screen 

Integrated in refrigerator’s elegant 
silhouette is a vertical stripe made of 
black glass with an interactive touch
screen. The user-friendly display 
expands refrigerator functionality 
as it turns it into the kitchen’s 
communication hub. In addition 
to basic refrigerator functions, it 
allows recording and playing voice 
messages, viewing tips on food 
storage and browsing through recipes 
for delicious dishes.

Quick view

a panel of black glass runs vertically 
down the front. activated by a 
touch screen, a square area of tinted 
grey glass in the middle turns into 
a transparent window to reveal a 
practical and exciting view into the 
fridge interior.

REFRIGERATOR

ServeTray

The combination of dark natural 
wood, durable aluminium and soft 
shapes pays respectful homage to the 
past while considering the future. The 
multifunctional pull-out shelf can be 
used as a serving tray.

Zero ‘n’ fresh drawer

The two concave bins in Zero’n’fresh 
drawer fit perfectly between the back 
panel and the door. Zero’n’fresh 
compartment enables maximum use 
of space while providing a 0°C fresh 
zone for storing vegetables, fruit and 
meat. 

Cosmetic boxes

How thoughtful! Two small white 
boxes adorning each side of the 
transparent window are the perfect 
place to store cosmetics or medicines. 
a small concave handle makes them 
easy to open.
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 Design:
•	Brushed	aluminium	with	black	glass	
•	HomeMADE	design	cavity

 Features:
•	Electronic	touch	control	
•	9	cooking	functions:

 - Conventional heating (upper heat + bottom heat)
 - Upper heat
 - Bottom heat 
 - Hot fan
 - Variable grill
 - Variable grill with fan
 - Bottom heat with fan
 - Bottom heat with hot fan
 - Defrost
•	27	automatic	programmes	setting
•	12	memory	settings
•	Start	delay
•	Alarm	timer
•	Double	illumination

 Cleaning features :
•	AquaClean	
•	EcoClean	enamel

 Safety systems :
•	DynamiCooling	System+
•	Ultra	Cool	Door	(3-layer	glass	door	+	2	reflective	layers)
•	Child	lock
•	Oven	door	switch
•	Safety	door	lock

 Technical information:
•	65L	usable	volume
•	275oC max. temperature
•	Total	connected	load:	3300W

 Supplied accessories:
•	3-level	telescopic	guides
•	1	glass	baking	tray
•	1	deep	baking	tray
•	1	shallow	baking	tray
•	1	oven	grid
•	1	meat	probe
•	1	pan	holder
•	1	grease	filter

 Appliance dimensions:
•	595H	x	597W	x	548D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	590H	x	560W	x	550D

 Made in E.U.

Indent only

Built-in oven 
BO6P2X
$39,800
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 Design:
•	Black	ceramic	glass
•	Faceted	hob	edge

 Features:
•	SlideTouch	control
•	Booster	function	on	all	zones
•	Melt/	keep	warm	function
•	Stop/Go	function
•	Timer

 Safety systems :
•	Residual	heat	indicator
•	Pan	detection
•	BoilControl
•	Safety	switch	off
•	Overheat	protection
•	Child	lock

 Technical information:
•	Cooking	zone	output	(diameter):

 - front left: 2.3/3.7 (210mm)
	 -	Front	right:	1.85/3.0	(180mm)
 - rear left: 1.4/2.2 (145mm)
	 -	Rear	right:	2.3/3.7	(oval	280/180mm)
•	Total	connected	load:	7400W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	43H	x	770W	x	520D

 Cut out dimensions:
•	750W	x	490D

 Made in E.U.

Indent only

285764

26

IS7P2  Built-in 4-zone induction hob $27,800
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 Design:
•	Black	ceramic	glass
•	Faceted	hob	edge

 Features:
•	SlideTouch	control
•	1	extended	zone
•	1	dual	circuit	zone
•	18	power	levels
•	Timer

 Safety systems :
•	Residual	heat	indicator
•	BoilControl
•	Safety	switch	off
•	Child	lock

 Technical information:
•	Cooking	zone	output	(diameter):

- front left: 2.3 (210/175/120mm)
- front right: 1.2 (145mm)
- rear left: 1.2 (145mm)
- rear right: 2.4 (265/170mm)

•	Total	connected	load:	7100W

 Appliance dimensions: 
•	60H	x	600W	x	510D

 Cut out dimensions:
•	560W	x	490D

 Made in E.U.

Indent only

ECT2600P2  Built-in 4-zone hi-light hob $22,800
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 Design:
•	Brushed	aluminium	with	black	glass

 Features:
•	Electronic	touch	control
•	4	speed	levels
•	Timer	
•	Grease	saturation	indicator
•	Exhaust	or	recirculated	air	operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	800m3/hr
•	2	x	20W	halogen	light	bulbs
•	1	aluminium	grease	filter
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	Optional	charcoal	filter
•	Total	connected	load:	290W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	1165-1725H	x	810W	x	355D

 Made in E.U.

Indent only 

80cm wall mounted cooker hood
DK9P2X
$30,800
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80cm wall mounted cooker hood
DK2000P2B
$29,800

*min. distance between lowest point of the hood and  
 electric hob: 400mm, gas hob: 650mm
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 Design:
•	Brushed	aluminium	with	black	glass

 Features:
•	Electronic	touch	control	
•	Multi-flow	air	system
•	No	frost
•	Digital	temperature	indicators
•	Separate	temperature	control	of	

fridge and freezer
•	Vacation	mode
•	Eco	function
•	Cookbook	&	calorie	tips
•	Clock	setting
•	Cleaning	tips
•	Child	lock
•	Warning	alarms
•	Door	opening:	right	hinge
•	Adjustable	feet

 Fridge section:
•	Fast	cooling
•	3	adjustable	glass	shelves
•	1	Zero	‘n’	Fresh	drawer
•	2	vegetable	drawers
•	4	door	shelves
•	1	dairy	compartment
•	2	cosmetic	boxes
•	In	‘n’	Out	wooden	serving	tray	on	

telescopic guides
•	Wine	rack
•	Flexible	egg	tray
•	Tube	holder	
•	Safety	holder
•	Odour	filter

 Freezer section:
•	Fast	freezing
•	1	rapid	freezing	drawer	
•	1	Big	‘n’	Freeze	drawer
•	1	storage	drawer
•	2	ice	trays

 Technical information:
•	2	compressors
•	Net	capacity:	

- Total: 320L
- fridge: 245L
- freezer: 75L

•	Annual	energy	consumption:	357kWh
•	Freezing	capacity:	10kg
•	Safe	storage	period	if	power	failure:	18hr

 Appliance dimensions:
•	2000H	x	600W	x	645D

 Made in E.U.

                        
Indent only 

Freestanding refrigerator
NRK6P2X
$45,800

Freestanding refrigerator
NRK2000P2B
$44,800
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Microwave décor panel
DFP6P2X
$12,800

Dishwasher décor panel
DFG72P2X
$14,800

 Design:
•	Brushed	aluminium	with	black	glass
•	For	use	with	freestanding	microwave

 Appliance dimensions:
•	463H	x	596W	x	58D	(including	handle,	panel	depth:	22mm)

 Made in E.U.

Indent only 

Design:
•	Brushed	aluminium	with	black	glass
•	For	use	with	60cm	fully-integrated	dishwasher

Appliance dimensions:
•	717H	x	594W	x	50D	(including	handle,	panel	depth:	15mm)

Made in E.U.

Indent only 

22

*318mm	above	the	panel	should	be	reserved	for	panel	opening

Microwave décor panel
DFP2000P2B
$11,800

Dishwasher décor panel
DFG2072P2B
$13,800
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THE NEW 
CLASSIC FOR 

TOMORROW’S 
KITCHEN

www.gorenje-oraito.com

Distinctive by simplexity, style defined 
by orA-ïTo.

Minimalistic and elegant. The perfect harmony between 
elegant glossy surfaces of glass and brushed aluminium 
handles. For contemporary consumers who appreciate 
superiorly designed, technologically perfected yet 
reasonably priced trendy household appliances.
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ora-ïto, the world-famous French 
designer of the young generation. He 
is recognized worldwide both as a 
visionary designer and a transversal 
design brand. He tackles each 
product with an innovative eye by 
putting aside established codes. 
His creations are marked with his 
signature “Simplexity” – the art of 
making complex object looks simple. 

ora-ïto has designed for the world’s 
major brands, such as Artemide, 
Adidas, Citroën, Christofle, Cappellini, 
Davidoff, Dunlopillo, Guerlain, 
Heineken, L’oréal, Supergrif, Toyota, 
and many more.

Cooking with 
your fingertips 

The built-in oven is easily controlled 
via a touch screen neatly hidden 
in the glass above the oven door, 
allowing control of the numerous 
oven functions.

ORA-ÏTO. THE YOUNGEST STAR IN 

THE HISTORY OF PRODUCT DESIGN.

ENFANT 

TERRIBLE OF DESIGN
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“I wanted to design appliances fit for any kitchen. I omitted everything 
redundant, only the pure essence of the product remained.”

GLASS FINISH 

FOR AN 

ExquISITELy 

LuxuRIOuS 

AppEARANCE.
elegant black or white glass surfaces 
covering the entire front of each 
appliance in the collection are in 
perfect harmony with the design of 
the wide brushed aluminium handles. 

Beauty and 
power

The exquisite cooker 
hood is controlled by 
cleverly hidden sensor 
controls. Halogen 
lighting gives perfect 
illumination right where 
you need it. The hood 
also features a class 
leading extraction rate.

Sensor control

By allowing simple 
and highly accurate 
temperature settings, 
the induction hob 
enables excellent 
control of the cooking 
process.
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Built-in oven
BO87 ORA-X                 
$31,800

 Design:
•	 Black/ white glass panel
•	 ergonomic brushed silver/ black 

handle
•	 HomeMADe design cavity

 Features:
•	 DirecToUCH electronic control
•	 13 cooking functions :

 - Conventional heating (upper heat  
   + bottom heat)
 - Upper heater
 - Bottom heater
 - Small variable grill 
 - Large variable gril
 - Large variable grill with fan
 - Hot fan
 - Bottom heat with fan
 - Bottom heat with hot fan
 - FastPreheat
 - WarmPlate
 - StayWarm
 - Defrost

•	 8 automatic programmes setting
•	 3 memory settings
•	 Start delay
•	 Alarm timer

 Cleaning features :
•	 AquaClean 
•	 ecoClean enamel
•	 Full glass inner door
•	 removable oven door
•	 Drop down grill element

 Safety systems :
•	 DynamiCooling System+
•	 Ultra Cool Door (3-layer of glass +   

2 reflective layers)
•	 Child lock
•	 Safety door lock

 Technical information:
•	 65L usable volume
•	 275oC max. temperature
•	 Total connected load: 3300W

 Supplied accessories:
•	 3-level telescopic guides
•	 1 deep baking tray
•	 1 shallow baking tray
•	 1 oven grid
•	 1 meat probe
•	 1 pan handle
•	 1 grease filter

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 595H x 595W x 545D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	 590H x 560W x 550D

 Made in E.U.

 
 Indent only

Built-in oven
BO87 ORA-W   
$32,800

Built-in oven
BO87 ORA-B                 
$32,800
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 Design:
•	 Black/ white glass panel
•	 ergonomic brushed silver handle

 Features:
•	 electronic touch control with digital display
•	 3 cooking modes : 

 - Microwave
 - Grill
 - Microwave + Grill

•	 5 power levels
•	 AUTo menu
•	 Auto defrost by weight 
•	 Timer

 Cleaning feature :
•	 Stainless steel interior cavity 

 Safety system :
•	 Child lock

 Technical information:
•	 23L usable volume
•	 900W microwave power
•	 1200W grill power

 Accessory:
•	 27cm rotating plate

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 Freestanding: 303H x 510W x 382D
•	 Built-in: 390H x 595W x 350D

 
 Built-in dimensions: 

•	 380H x 560W x min.380D

 
 Made in S.E. Asia

 
 Indent only

Freestanding microwave oven    
GMO23 ORA ITO/-W
$7,800 
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$12,800
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Built-in 4-zone induction hob 
IT641ORA     
$23,800

 Design:
•	 Black/ white ceramic glass
•	 Chamfered hob front

 Features:
•	 electronic touch control
•	 9 power levels
•	 Booster function on all zones 
•	 Melt/ keep warm function
•	 Stop/Go function
•	 Minute minder
•	 Timer

 Safety systems :
•	 residual heat indicator
•	 Pan detection
•	 BoilControl
•	 Safety switch off
•	 overheat protection
•	 Child lock

 Technical information:
•	 Cooking zone output (diameter):

  - Front left: 2.3/3.7 (210mm)
  - Front right: 1.85/3.0 (180mm)
  - rear left: 1.4/2.2 (145mm)
  - rear right: 1.85/3.0 (180mm)

•	 Total connected load: 7400W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 43H x 600W x 510D

 Cut out dimensions:
•	 560W x 490D

 
 Made in E.U.

 
 Indent only

Built-in 4-zone induction hob
IT641ORA-W 
$24,800
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55cm wall mounted cooker hood          
DKG552-ORA-S/1          
$24,800

 Design:
•	 Black/ white glass finishing

 Features:
•	 electronic soft light push button
•	 4 speed levels
•	 exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	 Max. airflow: 850m3/hr
•	 2 x 20W halogen light bulbs
•	 1 aluminium grease filter
•	 150mm tube connection
•	 optional charcoal filter
•	 Total connected load : 290W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 1010-1390H x 550W x 380D

 
 Made in E.U.

 
 Indent only

55cm wall mounted cooker hood
DKG552-ORA-W     
$25,800

*min. distance between lowest point of the hood  
 and electric hob: 450mm, gas hob: 650mm
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Freestanding Refrigerator
NRK-ORA-E    
$28,800

 Design:
•	 Black/ white glass panel
•	 ergonomic brushed silver/ black handle

 Features:
•	 electronic control with LeD display
•	 no frost
•	 Separate temperature control for fridge 

and freezer
•	 Door alarm
•	 Temperature malfunction alarm
•	 Power failure alarm
•	 Door opening: right hinge*
•	 Adjustable feet

 Fridge section:
•	 Fast cooling
•	 3 adjustable glass shelves with 1 spilt shelf
•	 1 Cool ‘n’ Fresh drawer
•	 1 vegetable drawer
•	 Wine rack
•	 1 dairy compartment
•	 3 door shelves
•	 Flexible egg tray
•	 Safety holder

 Freezer section:
•	 Fast freezing
•	 3 storage compartments
•	 1 ice tray

 Technical information:
•	 1 compressor with valve
•	 net capacity: 

 - Total: 262L
 - Fridge: 200L
 - Freezer: 62L

•	 Annual energy consumption: 310kWh
•	 Freezing capacity: 7.5kg
•	 Safe storage period if power failure: 13hr

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 1795H x 540W x 545D

 Made in E.U.

 * Left hinge model also available 
   (nrK-orA-e-L/ nrK-orA-S-L/ nrK-orA-W-L)

 Indent only

Freestanding Refrigerator
NRK-ORA-W 
$29,800

Freestanding Refrigerator
NRK-ORA-S  
$29,800
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Built-in refrigerator
NRKI-ORA-E
$31,800

 Design:
•	 Black/ white glass panel
•	 ergonomic brushed silver/ black handle

 Features:
•	 electronic control with LeD display
•	 no frost
•	 Separate temperature control for fridge 

and freezer
•	 Door alarm
•	 Temperature malfunction alarm
•	 Power failure alarm
•	 Door opening: right hinge*
•	 Adjustable feet

 Fridge section:
•	 Fast cooling
•	 3 adjustable glass shelves with                      

1 split out shelf
•	 1 Cool ‘n’ Fresh drawer
•	 1 vegetable drawer
•	 1 dairy compartment
•	 3 door shelves
•	 Wine rack
•	 Flexible egg tray
•	 Safety holder

 Freezer section:
•	 Fast freezing
•	 3 storage compartments
•	 1 ice tray

 Technical information:
•	 1 compressor with valve
•	 net capacity: 

 - Total: 262L
 - Fridge: 200L
 - Freezer: 62L

•	 Annual energy consumption: 298kWh
•	 Freezing capacity: 7.5kg
•	 Safe storage period if power failure: 13hr

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 1770H x 540W x 545D

 Built-in dimensions:
•	 1775-1780H x 560W x 550D

 
 Made in E.U.

 
 * Left hinge model also available 
      (nrKI-orA-e-L/ nrKI-orA-S-L)

 
 Indent only

Built-in refrigerator
NRKI-ORA-S 
$32,800
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Microwave décor panel 
DPM-ORA-E 
$8,300

Dishwasher décor panel  
DPP-ORA-E    
$10,300

 Design:
•	 Black/ white glass panel
•	 ergonomic brushed silver/ black handle
•	 For use with freestanding microwave

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 463H x 596W x 58D (including handle, panel depth 20mm)

 
 Made in E.U.

 
 indent only

 Design:
•	 Black/ white glass panel
•	 ergonomic brushed silver/ black handle
•	 For use with 60cm fully-integrated dishwasher

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 717H x 596W x 55D (including handle, panel depth 20mm)

 
 Made in E.U.

 
 Indent only

Microwave décor panel 
DPM-ORA-W 
$9,300

Microwave décor panel 
DPM-ORA-S 
$9,300

Dishwasher décor panel 
DPP-ORA-W 
$11,300

Dishwasher décor panel 
DPP-ORA-S
$11,300

* 318mm above the panel should be reserved for panel opening
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THE COOL 
GALLANT 

www.gorenje.com/inspires

in spirit. Reveal. Something breathtaking. 
Clear. as crystals. they make your heart 

sing and delight your eyes.

Simplicity is its motto. it wears black in order for the crystals to 
shine through, offering them modestly to the jealous eye. this is not 
a dream. wherever you put it, it will be the center of the attention. 

it does not have to prove itself to anyone.
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touch control 
display

the interactive touch control display 
can be set in your own language and 
extends the refrigerator functions. a 
simple touch on the LCd screen is all 
it takes to access numerous functions 
offered by the appliance, such as 
the integrated radio tuner with high-
quality stereo sound, a list of recipes 
with information on the calorie, or 
advice on storing particular types of 
food. 

Zero ‘n’ Fresh drawer 

the sensor controlled temperature is 
maintained at about 0°C in the Zero ‘n’ 
Fresh pull-out drawer and provides an 
ideal environment for the storage of 
perishables, locking in and preserving 
their freshness for longer.

Big ‘n’ Freeze drawer 

this special freezer pull-out drawer 
will impress you with its exceptionally 
large capacity and outstanding 
accessibility to the stored frozen 
items. equipped with telescopic 
guides, the drawer can be pulled 
out entirely – without the danger of 
falling out. 

tube holder 

it enables easy storage of tubes, 
eliminating the usual mess. Since 
tubes can be placed in the holder 
upside down, their contents are easily 
accessible even when a tube is almost 
empty. 

MultiFlow 
technology

the most efficient fridge air cooling 
system! MultiFlow accelerated air 
circulation technology provides a 
constant temperature. Cool air is 
blown through the vents in the fridge 
back wall directly into the drawer.
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 Design:
•	Black with 3500 Swarovski crystals

 Features:
•	electronic touch control 
•	Multi-flow air system
•	No frost
•	digital temperature indicator
•	Separate temperature control of 

fridge and freezer
•	Vacation mode
•	eco function
•	Cookbook & calorie tips
•	Clock setting
•	Language setting
•	Cleaning tips
•	Child lock
•	warning alarms
•	door opening: right hinge
•	adjustable feet

 Fridge section:
•	Fast cooling
•	3 adjustable glass shelves
•	1 Zero ‘n’ Fresh drawer
•	2 vegetable drawers
•	4 door shelves
•	 in ‘n’ Out serving tray on telescopic 

guides
•	Flexible egg tray
•	tube holder
•	Safety holder
•	Odour filter

NRK67358SB Freestanding refrigerator $48,800

 Freezer section:
•	Fast freezing
•	1 rapid freezing drawer
•	1 Big ‘n’ Freeze drawer
•	1 storage compartment
•	2 ice trays

 Technical information:
•	2 compressors
•	Net capacity: 

- total: 320L
- Fridge: 245L
- Freezer: 75L

•	annual energy consumption: 357kwh
•	Freezing capacity: 10kg
•	Safe storage period if power failure: 18hrs
•	door opening: right hinge

 Appliance dimensions:
•	2000h x 600w x 640d

 Made in E.U.

indent only
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A big concept of the new culture of living. 
The SmarTable with an integrated refrigerator. The new convertible!

SmarTable 
a TraNSFOrmaTION OF SPaCe 

www.smar-table.com/en/
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What’s your notion of 
prestige?

You bet on the new. You dare to live 
with the new. True luxury lies not in 
the price but in the options offered. 
True luxury is living according to your 
own individuality. That is what makes 
SmarTable a luxurious invention. 
A SmarTable with an integrated 
refrigerator is an independent and 
free element of interior design in an 
elite setting. You decide where to 
actualized its real value. That is the 
true sense of prestige.

A revolutionary design 
concept

What is the purpose of a table? Where 
is the proper space for a fridge? 
Forget the dully predestined everyday 
concepts. Do not restrict your mind to 
straight horizons. An innovative change 
in reasoning has placed a refrigerator 
where cool gourmet delights are the 
most welcome: at the heart of a table, 
at the focal point of a social space, 
a conference room, or an eminent 
reception hall. The new convertible 
is a daring reply to such everyday 
questions.
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The superior master 
of surprise

Refrigerated plateaus with food and 
beverages will appear on the table 
upon a single touch on the remote 
control. The central cylinder supports 
the luxurious surface and houses a fully 
integrated refrigerator with adjustable 
shelves attached to a rotating shaft. A 
remotely controlled mechanism raises 
and lowers chilled revolving plateaus 
to the desired height.

Lush version 
of the good life

It stores and cools select beverages 
and food for six to eight people. 
Exquisite champagnes, wines, other 
beverages as well as cold cuts, delis, 
fruits, vegetables, and cool appetizers 
will enrich your business and social 
gatherings as well as those welcome 
quieter moments of privacy. A cheese 
platter for breakfast, a multi-course 
culinary masterpiece for dinner and 
many smaller pleasures any time in 
between
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Red Glass

Wenge

Walnut

Multicolour  
Red Granite

You choose the luxurious material 
from which it will be crafted. You 
choose the shape and size. 14 
precious materials are available – 
from solid granite to a selection of 
tinted glass or wood. Upon request, 
the SmarTable can be customized 
to meet individual requirements, 
creating the perfect harmony with 
the convertibility of almost any 
space of you choice.

A PRESTIGIOUS CHOICE: 
14 precious materials

Multicolour Red Granite Black Galaxy Granite

Labrador Granite

Walnut Wenge

Poplar

CherryTreeBirdseye Maple

Metallic Gold Glass

Metallic Silver Glass Metallic Blue Glass

Red Glass

Black Glass

White Glass
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The refrigerator is housed in a 
decorative casing made of lacquer-
coated or stainless steel. The base is 
made of artificial stone Siligor.

The central refrigerator compartment 
can also be ordered as a stand-
alone element. The refrigerator 
compartment, when purchased 
without the table top, can be installed 
or built into any other piece of 
equipment. 

REFRIGERATOR COMPARTMENT: 
Lacquer-coated steel or 
stainless steel and siligor

INTERIOR 
EQUIPMENT

The refrigerator has two support 
plateaus, or shelves. The height-
adjustable shelf can be removed. 
The shelf support pillar is revolving. 
The temperature of the refrigerator 
compartment can be set from +1 to 
+15oC. 

The interior refrigerator equipment 
is adaptable. The refrigerator can 
be used with one or two shelves, or 
without any at all. The choice depends 
on the type of food and drinks that 
are to be stored inside the SmarTable.
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The refrigerator compartment, which 
is integrated into the central part of 
the table, can be set to the desired 
height and rotated. Thus, it works 
as a turntable, allowing everyone 
at the table to reach for the served 
delicacies. Even when the refrigerator 
retracts back to its closed position, 
the central part of the table – the 
turntable – can still be rotated as a 
serving tray, hence contributing to an 
even more sociable atmosphere. 

A MERRY-GO-ROUND 
for merry social events

 Design:
•	 Innovative table with refrigerator inside
•	 Tabletop material can be selected from 14 

precious materials or custom-made

 Features:
•	 Electronic control with remote control
•	 Automatic defrost
•	 LED interior lighting
•	 Accident prevention system: the system 

comprises of three pressure sensitive sensors, 
which are activated when more than 60g of 
weight is applied. When detected, the system 
automatically shuts off.

 Technical information:
•	 Refrigerant: R600a
•	 Temperature range: 1 to 15oC
•	 Energy consumption: 0.61kW/24h
•	 Total connected load: 200W
•	 Net weight:

 Refrigerator compartment: 107kg 
 SmarTable base: 53kg
 Tabletop – Wood: 37kg
 Tabletop – Glass: 59kg
 Tabletop – Granite: 150kg

 Product dimensions:
 Table: 1700 x 750H 
 Refrigerator compartment: 933 x 750H

 Made in E.U.

 Indent only
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THE PURE
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With no rules set in stone to follow, everything is possible. Thanks 
to their technological perfection, the appliances enable exactly 
what the person touching them. These patented innovations are 
not only a technological novelty, but also a fresh view of how we 
live: each in our own distinct way. The new generation of built-in 
Gorenje appliances is for each of us our own private story.

The PURE line disarms with its clear surfaces emphasised by 
minimalistic metal elements. The colour selection and the vertical-
horizontal compositions provide the harmonious link to other 
kitchen items. The ergonomically designed handles and knobs 
ensure comfortable use, as well as clear and simple control.

THE PURE
THE PERFECT LINES 

OF APPLIANCES 

IN HARMONY
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OVEN
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Numerous innovative solutions, including the DirecTOUCH easy 
control through a large LCD screen and HomeMade efficient oven 
cavity shape, provide excellent cooking, roasting, and baking 
results and place Gorenje at the top of European built-in ovens.

CULINARY 
PLEASURE FOR 

EVERYONE
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DirecTOUCH, 
navigation to 
perfect result

This patented electronic programme 
module has virtually revolutionized 
the touch-screen operation. Electronic 
module shows the cooking procedure 
in step-by-step, guiding you to perfect 
cooking result. Three simple steps are 
all it takes – cooking has never been 
easier!

1 2 3

1. Turn on the oven

2. Select the dish you want to cook

3. Press “Start”

Touch control 
electronic programming timer

Gorenje ovens feature innovative, sensor controlled electronic timers. Touch 
control enables you to set the cooking time and select the right temperature, 
which can be monitored on the control panel display during the entire cooking 
time. The electronic programming timers – Gorenje’s innovation for a user 
friendly operation!

Chicken
Roasting on the grid in middle level guide, dripping pan is placed 
one level below. The temperature setting will be 170oC, duration 1 
hour for a chicken of 1 kg.

DirecTOUCH CONTROL

Pizza
The oven will preheat for 8 minutes to 200oC. After preheating, 
place the pizza in the middle level guide in shallow pan or on a  
baking stone. Baking time 10 minutes for a pizza of 400 g.

Pork chops, fish
Roasting on the grid in the upper level guide (dripping pan is 
placed one level below) with door closed. Turn the meat around 
halfway through roasting. Oven temperature is 250oC, roasting time 
25 minutes for 4 x 200 g.

Pork chops, roast
Roasting in small pan on the grid in the middle level guide. Oven 
temperature is 195oC, roasting time 1 hour 50 minutes for 1 kg roast.

Biscuits, brownies
The oven will preheat for 5 - 6 minutes to 160oC. Roasting in shallow 
pans at two levels simultaneously (2nd and 4th from the  bottom). 
Baking time 25 minutes for 2 x 300 g.

Raisin cake
Baking in dark raisin cake mould on the grid. Place it in the 2nd level 
guide from the bottom. Oven temperature is 160oC, baking time 1 
hour for 1 kg of dough.

Bread
Baking on shallow tray in middle level guide. The temperature set-
ting will be 200oC, duration 1 hour and 15 minutes for a 1.5kg of 
dough.

Rising of yeast dough
Preheating for 3 minutes to 40oC. Rise dough in a bowl, placed on 
the grid in 2nd guide from below.

Defrosting
Place the frozen food on the grid in the middle of the oven. Drip-
ping pan is placed in the guide below.

AquaClean
Pour half a liter of tap water into a deep baking tray and place it in 
the 2nd level guide from the bottom. Set the oven temperature on 
70oC for half an hour.
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A unique innovation 
modelled on traditional 
wood-fired bread 
ovens.

With great insight, a vaulted oven 
design for superior baking results 
typically associated with traditional 
wood-fired bread ovens! An innovative 
design solution for the next generation 
of Gorenje built-in ovens involves a 
precise positioning of the heating 
elements for perfect baking. Smooth, 
rounded edges on the rear panel 
and vaulted interior ensure a more 
efficient circulation as well as an even 
distribution of hot air inside the oven. 
The result? Evenly baked, succulent yet 
crispy dishes; soft bread with a perfect 
crust; many of your favourite foods 
cooked just right - the way that until 
now you could only dream of.

Gorenje’s original and insightful 
approach to oven design is homage to 
traditional experience and the result of 
a fruitful cooperation with renowned 
research institutions. A unique novelty 
with a tint of ancient wisdom!

Memory settings

BO8750AX allows you to have your 
personalized cooking setting; your 
favourite cooking recipes can be 
memorized for your easy access in 
the future.

Energy Efficiency A++

The estimated savings by the new generation of cooking appliances in 
comparison with older models can save as much as 25% in energy. Gorenje 
cooking appliances are made from materials which can be 90% recycled.

HomeMADE INNOVATION
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StayWarm, 
keeping dishes at 
right temperature

Setting the temperature between 
30°C and 95°C allows you to keep the 
food at the desired temperature for 
up to two hours. Dishes prepared in 
advance will retain their taste and stay 
warm before serving. With this brand 
new feature planning and serving 
multi-course meals become easy, and 
there is no problem if your guests 
arrive late!

WarmPlate, 
for professional 
service

Warmed plates prevent the loss of 
flavour and ensure that food tasted 
every bit as good as it should. 
WarmPlate will keep your crockery 
at precisely the right temperature – 
anywhere between 30°C and 80°C, 
which can prevent the loss of flavour. 
Enjoy professional service in the 
privacy of your home!

FastPreheat,
200°C in 
6 minutes

By virtue of the oven’s special vaulted 
design and concurrent operation 
of heating elements, it takes only 6 
minutes for the oven temperature to 
reach 200°C. A minimum of 30% time 
saving.

PerfectGrill for a 
perfect crust

The large upper and the smaller 
lower infrared heating elements are 
safely hidden in the depth of the 
recessed, vaulted oven ceiling while 
the difference in their relative heights 
ensures that food is cooked evenly 
and perfectly, every time. In selected 
models the upper heating element 
can be tilted down, which makes the 
oven easier to clean.
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Meat probe, perfectly baked 
without frequent checking

Selected models of Gorenje ovens come with a meat 
probe, which allows you to directly monitor and control 
the baking of your meat. All you need to do is insert the 
probe tip into the meat and set the temperature to the 
desired level. The indicator on the control panel will alert 
you when the meat is done just the way you like it.

Extendable telescopic guides. 
For safety and better overview!

Telescopic guides, which can be withdrawn completely, make 
it easy to take baking trays into the oven and take them 
out again, in addition to give you a better overview of your 
baking. The risk of sustaining a burn is thereby significantly 
reduced.

BigSpace, large 
oven capacity

With the 65-litre useful capacity, 
Gorenje ovens can easily accommodate 
even a 7 kg turkey. Despite its super-
size capacity the oven boasts Class 
A++ energy rating.

Super-size 
baking area

46 cm oven size has a 15% larger 
baking surface, which is the result of a 
fresh approach to oven design. Makes 
it possible to fit larger quantities of 
food on a single tray, both when it 
comes to single-rack as well as multi-
rack cooking.
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Low temperature oven door

Gorenje ovens are fitted with safe and energy efficient 
Cool Door (CD), feature triple-glazed glass. More 
sophisticated models feature Ultra Cool Door (UCD). 
Superior door insulation in conjunction with special 
reflective glass layers improves oven performance 
together with significantly lower energy consumption. 
A low exterior door temperature keeps you safe from 
burns when touching the oven door.

ULTIMATE SAFETY

Cool oven panels with DynamiCooling

A highly efficient cooling system designed to keep the temperature of oven 
panels down during the cooking process (DynamiCooling – DC) as well as 
afterwards (DynamiCooling+ - DC+) ensures significantly cooler outer surfaces 
of oven panels. 

A fan mixes cooler ambient air with the hot air in the oven, forcing the cooled 
mixture to circulate right under the exterior panels of the appliance (DC). Once 
the oven has been switched off, a heat sensor keeps the fan going until the 
oven temperature has dropped below 60°C (DC+). DynamiCooling significantly 
improves the safety of oven cooking.

Spacious oven ceiling for 
extra safety

The oven ceiling is slightly recessed – just enough to 
accommodate the top heating element. This feature 
enables a better use of the oven interior and results 
in improved safety. This way, the risk of inadvertently 
touching any hot parts when reaching inside the oven is 
drastically reduced. The upper heating element can be 
tilted down, which makes the oven even easier to clean.

Child Lock

Child lock function allows locking the 
oven settings. When the settings are 
locked, uncontrolled or undesired 
operation is prevented, which 
protects particularly the children from 
situations when oven would have 
been switched on accidentally.

Safety door lock

It is an effective device that prevents 
children from opening the oven door 
during operation. The door can only 
be opened by a slightly pressing your 
thumb to the right and simultaneously 
pulling the door outwards. 

Oven door switch

To prevent the hot air blows directly 
to your face when you open the door 
during operation, the smart door 
switches all the heaters and the fan off 
when you open the door and, when 
the door is closed again, the heating 
resumed. (on selected models only)
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EASY CLEANING

Superior EcoClean enamel 

The oven interior features EcoClean enamel coating, 
which is so smooth and impermeable that heat is 
reflected into the center of the cavity rather than 
absorbed into the panels and trays. This innovative 
solution produces an even distribution of heat inside 
the oven, which delivers significant energy savings 
and outstanding cooking results. 

The non-stick coating also prevents fat from adhering 
to the panels of the oven or the tray, which in turn 
makes cleaning a piece of cake.

Smooth oven door surface 

Easily removable oven doors feature no visible screw 
holes, rubber seals or notches, that is, no more dirt 
traps; which means that they can be quickly and 
easily cleaned. 

Catalytic self-cleaning lining

Some Gorenje oven models feature superior EcoClean 
enamel coating with catalytic lining on the rear panel. 
Owing to the catalytic coating, food and juices 
splashing from the baking tray are decomposed 
already during the cooking process. The procedure 
is based on a chemical reaction that causes oxidation 
upon contact with fat at high temperature. Fat 
residues are thus continuously broken down and your 
oven is clean even in those hard-to-reach spots. 
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Cleaning made easy with 
EasyClean liners

Easily removable EasyClean liners on both side 
panels and catalytic lining on the rear panel are 
designed to help you keep your oven clean. The 
liners feature super smooth EcoClean enamel 
coating, which means that warm water is all you 
need. Or you can simply remove them and let the 
dishwasher do the job for you!

Easy maintenance with 
AquaClean

All oven models additionally feature the highly 
convenient AquaClean option. Just pour half a litre 
of tap water into a baking tray, place it into the 
cavity and select the AquaClean option. The steam 
generated by the auto-heat programme (70°C) 
acts to soften the dirt on the oven walls. After 
approximately half an hour simply wipe down the 
oven with a soft cloth. Using no cleaners whatsoever, 
the result is astounding as well as environmentally 
friendly.
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In order to make your cooking quicker and easier, Gorenje oven provides you just the right cooking functions 
to achieve the best results time after time whatever style of cooking you require.

OVEN FUNCTIONS

FastPreheat

Use this function to preheat the oven 
to the desired temperature as soon as 
possible. 

Defrost

Only the fan is in operation. This is 
used for slow defrosting or thawing of 
frozen food.

StayWarm

It can be used when you wish to reheat 
the already prepared/ cooked dishes.

WarmPlate

Warmed plate can prevents the loss of 
flavour and ensures that food tastes 
every bit as good as it should.

Large infra grill

It provides even browning result for 
the whole baking area. It is appropriate 
for cooking smaller chuncks of meat, 
such as steaks, roasts, chops, ribs, etc.

Large infra grill with fan

It is suitable for grilling meat and large 
chunks of meat or poultry on one shelf 
level, it makes roasts perfect.

Conventional heating

Ideal for single shelf cooking, heat 
uniformly radiated and evenly into 
the oven interior, it is ideal for baking 
bread and larger cakes.

Bottom heat

The heat is only radiated by the 
bottom heater, use it when you wish 
to bake the bottom side of the dish 
more thoroughly.

Hot fan

The fan at the back wall makes 
the hot air to circulate constantly 
around a roast of pastry. This 
mode is appropriate for roasting 
meat and making pastry on several 
shelves simultaneously. 

Bottom heat with hot fan

This function is particularly convenient 
for making pizza, also ideal for moist 
or heavy pastry, fruit cakes made 
of leavened dough, short pastry, or 
cheese cakes.

Bottom heat with fan

Used for baking low leavened dough 
and preserving fruit and vegetables. 

Small infra grill

This mode enables you to save energy 
when only a small pieces of meat 
to be grilled, as you don’t need to 
switch on the whole grilling area. 
It is appropriate for grilling smaller 
quantities. 

Upper heat

Only the upper heating element 
is used. It is ideal for soufflés and 
vegetable gratins – or any dishes you 
wish to brown on the top.
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Built-in oven
BO8750AX
$23,800

 Design:
•	Black glass with stainless steel trims
•	Ergonomic brushed silver handle
•	HomeMADE design cavity

 Features:
•	DirectTOUCH electronic control
•	13 cooking functions :

- Conventional heating (upper heat + 
 bottom heat)
- Upper heater
- Bottom heater
- Small variable grill 
- Large variable grill
- Large variable grill with fan
- Hot fan
- Bottom heat with fan
- Bottom heat with hot fan
- FastPreheat
- WarmPlate
- StayWarm
- Defrost

•	8 automatic programmes setting
•	3 memory settings
•	Start delay
•	Alarm timer 
•	Double oven illumination

 Cleaning features :
•	AquaClean 
•	Catalytic liner on rear wall
•	Easy clean insert with EcoClean enamel 

on side panels
•	Full glass inner door
•	Removable oven door
•	Drop down grill element

 Safety systems :
•	DynamiCooling System+
•	Child lock
•	Ultra Cool Door (3-layer of glass +           

2 reflective layers)
•	Oven door switch 
•	Safety door lock

 Technical information:
•	65L usable volume
•	275oC max. cooking temperature
•	Total connected load: 3300W

 Supplied accessories:
•	3-level telescopic guides
•	1 glass baking tray
•	1 deep baking tray
•	1 shallow baking tray
•	1 oven grid
•	1 meat probe
•	1 pan handle
•	1 grease filter

 Appliance dimensions:
•	595H x 597W x 545D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	590H x 560W x 550D

 Made in E.U.

Built-in oven
BO7422AX
$13,300

 Design:
•	Black glass with stainless steel trims
•	Ergonomic brushed silver handle
•	HomeMADE design cavity

 Features:
•	Electronic touch control with 

retractable knobs
•	8 cooking functions :

- Conventional heating (Upper heat +  
 bottom heat)
- Small variable grill 
- Large variable grill
- Large variable grill with fan
- Hot fan
- Bottom heat with fan
- Bottom heat with hot fan
- Defrost

•	Start delay
•	Alarm timer

 Cleaning features :
•	AquaClean 
•	Catalytic liner on rear wall
•	EcoClean enamel on side panels
•	Full glass inner door
•	Removable oven door

 Safety systems :
•	DynamiCleaning System+
•	Child lock
•	Ultra Cool Door (3-layer of glass +       

2 reflective layers)
•	Oven door switch

 Technical information:
•	65L usable volume
•	275oC max. cooking temperature
•	Total connected load: 3300W

 Supplied accessories:
•	2-level telescopic guides
•	1 deep baking tray
•	1 shallow baking tray
•	1 oven grid
•	1 grease filter

 Appliance dimensions:
•	595H x 597W x 545D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	590H x 560W x 550D

 Made in E.U.
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BO7322AX Built-in oven $7,800

 Design:
•	Stainless steel finishing
•	Ergonomic brushed silver handle
•	HomeMADE design cavity

 Features:
•	Electronic touch control with 

retractable knobs
•	8 cooking functions :

- Conventional heating (Upper heat +   
 bottom heat)
- Small variable grill 
- Large variable grill
- Large variable grill with fan
- Hot fan
- Bottom heat with fan
- Bottom heat with hot fan
- Defrost

•	Start delay
•	Alarm timer

 Cleaning features :
•	AquaClean 
•	Catalytic liner on rear wall
•	EcoClean enamel on side panels
•	Full glass inner door
•	Removable oven door

 Safety systems :
•	DynamiCooling System
•	Child lock
•	Cool Door (3-layer of glass + 

1 reflective layer)

 Technical information:
•	65L usable volume
•	275oC max. cooking temperature
•	Total connected load: 3300W

 Supplied accessories:
•	2-level telescopic guides
•	1 deep baking tray
•	1 shallow baking tray
•	1 oven grid
•	1 grease filter

 Appliance dimensions:
•	595H x 597W x 545D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	590H x 560W x 550D

 Made in E.U.
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 Design:
•	Black glass with stainless steel side panel
•	Ergonomic brushed silver handle

 Features:
•	Electronic control with rotary knobs
•	8 cooking functions :

- Conventional heating (Upper heat + bottom heat)
- Bottom heat
- Upper heat
- Grill with turnspit
- Fan grill with turnspit
- Hot fan
- Conventional heating with fan
- Defrost

•	Start delay

 Cleaning features : 
•	EcoClean enamel
•	Removable oven door

 Safety systems :
•	DynamiCooling System
•	Cool Door (3-layer of glass + 1 reflective layer)

 Technical information:
•	79L usable volume
•	250oC max. cooking temperature
•	Total connected load: 3100W

 Supplied accessories:
•	1 deep baking tray
•	1 shallow baking tray
•	1 oven grid

 Appliance dimensions:
•	480H x 896W x 538D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	478H x 860W x 550D

 Made in E.U.

BOW3300AX Built-in oven $19,800
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Extra-deep baking 
tray   $1,500

The extra deep 5cm baking tray is 
specially for making home-made 
bread, lasagne, quiches or similar.

Steam insert  $4,300

Our special steam insert set can convert 
any Gorenje oven into a useful steam 
oven by just simply insert the steamer 
set into the oven cavity. A three-piece 
steam insert set includes a flat strainer, a 
deep enamel tray and a glass lid. 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Pizza set   
$1,800

The tray is made of stone and doesn’t 
need to be oiled, which ensure your 
pizza less greasy and extremely crispy. 
The three-piece pizza set includes a 
wooden peel, hot stone base, and a 
pizza cutter.

Glass baking tray   
$1,500

Baking pan made of quality glass 
enables a permanent overview of 
cooking process in the baking pan. 

Professional 
grilling tray   $1,800

This kit is made of superior, silicon 
coated aluminium alloy which heats up 
exceptionally fast and is ideally suited 
for oven-cooking of culinary delights. 
The heat seals in the moisture, aroma 
and flavour, ensuring that your filets, 
steaks or salmon cutlets are cooked 
to perfection every time. And best of 
all, you don’t need to add any fat what 
so ever!
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BLENDED STYLE 
WITH FULL-SIZE OF 

FUNCTIONALITY

Gorenje’s Compact Line is designed to mix and match for individual 
requirements. Whether you need to meet an enthusiastic cook’s 
requirement or create a unique space and design concept, you can 
satisfy the requirement by using Gorenje’s range of compact line. 
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STEAM OVEN
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FULL STEAM 

AHEAD TO A 

WHOLESOME 

DIET
Cooking in compact combined 
steam oven retains full flavour of 
the food, vitamins, and nutrients. 
Simple control of many preset 
programmes and convenient 
functions allow preparing quality 
and balanced meals every day.
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Cooking with SteamPower

Steam cooking is a healthy way of preparing food, as it preserves all the nutrients, 
vitamins and proteins. The food is never overcooked, maintaining its colour, 
juices and flavour. During the cooking process, the oven is fed the steam from a 
special water heater. Due to an innovative configuration of the steam conduit, the 
steam is evenly sprayed inside the entire oven. The steam current is controlled 
automatically according to the selected preset programme; but if you prefer, 
you can also feed the quantity of steam needed for an individual dish yourself.

COMBINED STEAM OVEN

Touch control 
electronic 
programming 
timer

Electronic timers are an innovation of 
user-friendly operation. With a simple 
touch, you can set the cooking time 
and temperature. You can choose from 
various preset programmes or set 
all the cooking, baking and roasting 
parameters yourself. Thanks to a 
control panel made entirely of glass, 
the cleaning is extremely simple, too.

Gorenje’s combined steam oven offering the possibility of preparing food with steam or hot air or even a 
combination of both! In addition to the numerous preset programmes and the various cooking functions, 
the oven distinguishes itself by a simple and comfortable touch screen operation. 

Energy class A

Its energy efficiency places the 
combined steam oven in energy class 
A, which only admits appliances fully 
complying with the strict European 
guidelines in the field of energy 
saving and consequently with the 
preservation of our environment.

Perfect for steam 
and stew

Gorenje’s steam oven allows you to 
steam for up to 4 hours and stew for 8 
hours, without worrying about water 
refill. Ideal for Chinese style cooking.
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SEVErAL COOkINg METHODS

Gorenje’s steam oven allows 
you to prepare food in two very 
different, but at the same time 
very simple ways.

50 pre-set 
programmes
 
Choose any dish from the ample 
selection of fifty preset programmes. 
The modern electronic enables you 
to add another ten recipes tailored 
to your taste, which you can save and 
recall the next time you use the oven.

6 cooking functions

There are 6 cooking functions 
available and suitable for defrosting 
and warming, steam cooking or hot-
air roasting, as well as preparing 
dishes with a combination of steam 
and hot-air cooking.

HotAir Cooking

The steam oven enables conventional 
dry-heat cooking of food. The fan 
circulates the hot-air around the oven 
and makes sure the food is evenly 
cooked.

Low Temperature Cooking

The method of cooking at low 
temperature is suitable for food that 
requires longer cooking time. With 
the help of the probe enclosed with 
the steam oven, you will be able to 
prepare a delicious, evenly roasted 
meat dish.

Regeneration

Steam combined with hot-air warms 
the oven faster, while maintaining the 
succulence of the food and ensuring 
it is evenly done. This function 
is especially useful in warming 
previously prepared, precooked and 
frozen foods.

Steam Cooking

Steam cooking preserves all the 
nutrients and vitamins in the food.

Combined Cooking

This method combines the 
advantages of hot air and steam 
cooking. The steam can introduced 
at any moment during the cooking 
process. After 10 minutes the steam 
is shut off automatically – through 
if you wish, you can switch off even 
sooner.

ProCooking

This function allows cooking in several 
stages, a system especially suitable 
for the preparation of soufflés and 
various types of dough. 
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Cooking on multiple 
levels

The steam oven enables you to 
steam cook your food on two levels 
simultaneously or bake your small 
cakes with the conventional hot-air 
method on three levels at a time! The 
fan at the back of the oven provides 
for an even and rapid distribution 
of the heat. The more efficient 
circulation of hot air ensures excellent 
baking, cooking and roasting results, 
while also saving time and energy.

Temperature meat probe

Gorenje’s steam oven is equipped with a special probe intended for monitoring 
the cooking of your meat. Insert the probe in the roast and set the desired 
temperature. The indicator on the oven control panel will alert you when the 
meat is done exactly the way you want it. Thanks to the temperature probe, 
your roast will always be perfect.

Night Mode lighting

The steam oven features the “Night 
mode” function, thanks to which the 
numbers on the screen are displayed 
at a lower intensity between 10 p.m. 
and 7 a.m., so that the screen does not 
waste energy or needlessly light the 
room.
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AutoClean

Gorenje’s steam oven also comes with 
an excellent solution for the limescale 
deposits in the appliance caused by 
hard water. After a certain number of 
cooking cycles, the oven reminds you 
with a note on the display that limescale 
should be removed. With a simple 
touch of the screen you can select the 
appropriate function and activate the 
descaling programme.

CoolDoor - the coolest oven door

Gorenje’s steam oven is distinguished by a safe and energy 
efficient door known as CoolDoor (CD), with a triple heat 
reflective glazing. The excellent isolation of the door combined 
with the special reflective layers on the glass increases 
the capacity of the oven and considerably reduces energy 
consumption, while the low temperature of the outer side of the 
door protects cooks from contact burns.

Another smart feature of the appliance is a sensor which 
immediately switches off the two heating elements and the fan 
anytime the door is opened during the operation of the oven, 
thus diminishing the danger of burns.

Warming Drawer

The functionality of the steam oven can be further 
upgraded by a warming drawer, available separately. 
The drawer is installed right under the compact ap-
pliances, the entire composition fitting perfectly into 
the furniture element.
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 Design:
•	 Black glass with stainless steel trims
•	 Ergonomic brushed silver handle

 Features:
•	 Electronic touch control
•	 6 cooking functions :

 - Steam cooking
 - Regeneration 
 - ProCooking
 - HotAir cooking
 - Combined cooking
 - Low temperature cooking

•	 50 automatic programmes setting
•	 10 memory settings
•	 Start delay
•	 Alarm timer

 Cleaning features :
•	 Stainless steel cavity
•	 Full glass inner door
•	 Removable oven door

 Safety systems :
•	 DynamiCooling System
•	 Child lock
•	 Cool Door (3-layer of glass +                  

1 reflective layer)

 Technical information:
•	 27L usable volume
•	 1.2L water tank capacity
•	 230oC max. steam oven temperature
•	 99oC max. meat probe temperature
•	 Total connected load : 2200W

 Supplied accessories:
•	 1 deep perfortated baking tray
•	 2 shallow baking trays
•	 1 oven grid
•	 1 meat probe
•	 1 litmus paper
•	 1 liquid scale remover

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 460H x 597W x 544D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	 445H x 560W x 550D

 
 Made in E.U.

No back Wall

BOC6322AX   Built-in compact steam oven      $22,800
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 Design & Features: 
•	 Black glass design with stainless steel trims
•	 Telescopic pull-out mechanism

 Technical information:
•	 Capacity : 

- Set for 6 persons
- 20 plates, 28cm diameter
- 80 espresso coffee cups
- 40 tea cups

•	 Temperature setting: 30oC - 85oC 
•	 Total connected load : 400W 

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 140H x 595W x 535D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	 593-595H x 560W x 550D

 Made in E.U.

BWD1102AX    Built-in warming drawer      $6,800
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ESPrESSO COFFEE MAkEr
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AMBrOSIAL

ArOMA OF

CAPPUCCINO
Fully automatic built-in coffee 
machine with clean design 
and the lustre of stainless steel 
offers coffee beverages to your 
taste. Appliance also prides on 
comfortable and simple control, 
unique functions, and the option 
to prepare coffee of numerous 
different tastes.
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Autocappuccino

A unique function enables the 
preparation of excellent Italian 
coffee with one single touch. The 
control panel, on which, all the 
available functions are clearly 
displayed, features a special button 
that enables the brewing of a 
cappuccino preserving all its superior 
characteristics. Pleasure guaranteed 
at the press of a button.

A Palette of 
coffee flavours

Just choose whole bean or ground 
coffee and leave it to the machine 
to prepare the beverage. The 
combination of an automatically set 
amount of scooped coffee and the 
possibility of manually adjusting the 
fineness of the grind enables the 
machine to serve five types of coffee, 
characterized by different textures 
and aromas: extra mild, mild, medium, 
strong and extra strong. 

In addition, you can also choose 
between single, medium and double 
shots of espresso coffee. You can 
always select the preparation of two 
cups of coffee at a time.

Tailored taste

Modern technology offers a simple way to set your own coffee making programme. The amount of coffee set after your 
own wishes will thus be available to you at a mere touch of a button. You can choose your favourite flavour from the 
selection of coffee tastes available before each brewing and enter the quantity of coffee in the machine’s memory, thus 
saving your own programme for preparing coffee.

PrOFESSIONAL COFFEE MAkINg
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Automatic cleaning

After brewing coffee you can activate 
the cleaning function by simply 
pressing the “CLEAN” button for 
a few seconds, thus guaranteeing 
antibacterial treatment both of the 
milk dispenser as well as of the inner 
suction tubes. Since the machine 
performs an automatic washing 
cycle at every switch-on and shut-
off, washing away any coffee residues 
from the dispensing nozzles, no 
additional cleaning is necessary nor is 
there danger of the nozzles clogging.

Easy descaling

Due to various degrees of water 
hardness, it is recommended that after 
some time the machine is descaled. 
The descaling programme can be 
activated by simply pressing the 
respective button. All removable parts 
of the coffee machine are dishwasher 
safe.

PrACTICAL SOLUTIONS

The right dose of freshly ground beans

With the Gorenje coffee machine you can adjust the fineness of grind for your 
coffee beans, choosing from no less than 9 levels of fineness. Grinding the 
beans just before making coffee preserves its aroma to perfection. But you can 
also use previously ground coffee, of course.

Warming drawer

The functionality of the machine 
is further upgraded by a warming 
drawer, available separately. The 
drawer is installed right under 
the coffee machine, the entire 
composition fitting perfectly into the 
furniture element designed for built-in 
ovens. The drawer is used for warming 
dishware, but also food. With it you 
will be able to serve fresh coffee in 
suitably warmed cups.

The milk container

Extraordinarily large milk container 
allows simultaneous preparation of 
several cups of cappuccino - without 
having to add milk each time. But 
there is more! The milk container can 
easily be removed and stored in the 
refrigerator till next time you want to 
use it.
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CFA9100E Built-in compact espresso machine $28,300

 Design:
•	 Stainless steel finishing

 Features:
•	 Electronic soft touch control with LCD display
•	 Language setting
•	 Automatic cappuccino function
•	 Can make: espresso & cappuccino
•	 Personalized programs setting
•	 Making 2 cups simultaneously
•	 Frothing milk system
•	 Pre-grind system
•	 Pre-brew system
•	 Coffee usage: beans & pre-ground
•	 Auto shut off program
•	 Power on timer 
•	 4 levels adjustable coffee strength
•	 7 levels adjustable coffee pre-grinding
•	 3 levels adjustable coffee quantity
•	 Adjustable water capacity
•	 Adjustable coffee temperature
•	 Adjustable coffee spout
•	 Indicator for filling coffee bean/ ground coffee 

container
•	 Indicator for cleaning
•	 Decalcification cleaning program
•	 Removable milk container & water tank
•	 Removable brewing unit

 Technical information:
•	 2 heating elements 
•	 1 pump, pressure: 15bar
•	 Capacity :

- Milk container: 1L
- Water tank: 1.8L
- Bean container: 250g

•	 Total connected load : 1350W

 Accessories:
•	 Measuring spoon
•	 Decalcifier 

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 455H x 595W x 361D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	 450H x 560W x 550D

 
 Made in E.U.
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BWD1102X Built-in warming drawer $6,800

 Design & Features: 
•	 Stainless steel design
•	 Telescopic pull-out mechanism

 Technical information:
•	 Capacity : 

- Set for 6 persons
- 20 plates, 28cm diameter
- 80 espresso coffee cups
- 40 tea cups

•	 Temperature setting: 30oC - 85oC 
•	 Total connected load : 400W 

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 140H x 595W x 535D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	 593-595H x 560W x 550D

 Made in E.U.
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REHEATED OR
CRUNCHY

Gourmetwave technology presents a quality and fast choice of 
food preparation using microwaves. Uniform thermal treatment 
of food is delivered by constant control of cooking power that           
efficiently distributes the heat. Thus, the food will retain vitamins 
and nutrients.
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MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY

System

The Gourmet wave System technology ensures an even distribution of heat throughout the cavity, giving you faster 
and better cooking results while also retaining vitamins and other nutrients in the food. The continuous monitoring and 
control of the power level speeds up the conversion of electricity into microwaves, ensuring a more even microwave 
distribution in comparison with conventional microwave ovens, resulting in a superior performance. This technology 
not only saves you time but also delivers significant energy savings – up to 15 %.
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Superior defrosting 
and browning in 
microwave mode

The cyclicDefrost option featuring a 
random sequencing of the microwave 
pulse energy penetrates the food 
from the inside, defrosting it more 
evenly and more quickly. The Turbo 
baking feature used in conjunction 
with hot air and grill will help you pro-
duce crispy, golden brown goodies.

Touch control

Touch control provides excellent    
clarity, simple operation, and easy 
choice of programmes. control panel 
is completely smooth and therefore 
easy to clean. 

Multi-function ovens: 
microwave, convection and grill

Gorenje built-in microwave ovens bring you all the  ad-
vantages of microwaves, hot air and grill, while their 
combined use opens up a whole new world of culi-
nary options and experiences. There are six different 
power level settings to enable the microwave to speed 
up your cooking, while hot air ensures perfectly even 
cooking results every time. The combined use of the 
grill and microwaves can be used to great effect when 
cooking smaller cuts of meat, pizza and many other 
foods.
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 Design:
•	Black glass with stainless steel trims

 Features:
•	electronic touch control
•	7 cooking modes :

- Microwave
- Grill
- Hot air
- Microwave + Grill
- Microwave + Hot air
- Grill + Hot air
- Defrost

•	6 power levels
•	11 automatic programmes setting
•	Defrost modes : by weight or time
•	child lock
•	Drop down grill element
•	Stoppable turntable

 Technical information:
•	32L usable volume
•	Microwave power : 1000w
•	Grill power : 1500w
•	Total connected load: 3400w

 Supplied accessories:
•	32cm removable turntable
•	Grill rack
•	Baking tray

 Appliance dimensions:
•	455H x 595w x 520D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	448-452H x 560-568w x 580D

 Made in E.U.

BOC5322AX  compact combined microwave oven $17,800
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Built-in microwave oven
BM6120AX
$9,800

 Design:
•	Black glass with stainless steel trims

 Features:
•	electronic control
•	3 cooking modes :

- Microwave, grill, microwave + grill
•	5 power levels
•	automatic programmes setting 

(drink, pizza, chicken)
•	Defrost modes : by weight or time
•	3 programmes sequence setting
•	child lock

 Technical information:
•	18L usable volume
•	Microwave power : 800w
•	Grill power : 1050w
•	Total connected load: 1200w

 Supplied accessories:
•	24cm removable turntable

 Appliance dimensions:
•	390H x 595w x 303D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	370H x 560w x 310D

 Made in E.U.

 Design:
•	Black glass with stainless steel trims

 Features:
•	electronic touch control
•	3 cooking modes :

- Microwave, grill, microwave + grill
•	5 power levels
•	automatic programmes setting 

(drink, pizza, chicken)
•	Defrost modes : by weight or time
•	3 programmes sequence setting
•	child lock

 Technical information:
•	18L usable volume
•	Microwave power : 800w
•	Grill power : 1050w
•	Total connected load: 1200w

 Supplied accessories:
•	24cm removable turntable

 Appliance dimensions:
•	390H x 595w x 303D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	370H x 560w x 310D

 Made in E.U.

 Design:
•	Stainless steel finishing

 Features:
•	electronic control
•	3 cooking modes :

- Microwave, grill, microwave + grill
•	5 power levels
•	automatic menu (rice, vegetable, 

fish, meat, pasta, chicken)
•	automatic defrost
•	child lock

 Technical information:
•	30L usable volume
•	Microwave power : 900w
•	Grill power : 1200w
•	Total connected load: 1450w

 Supplied accessories:
•	31.5cm removable turntable

 Appliance dimensions:
•	390H x 592w x 400D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	365H x 560w x 400D

 Made in S.E. Asia

Built-in microwave oven
BM5120AX
$8,800

Built-in microwave oven
BM5350X
$4,980
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GOURMET 
PLEASURES 

“A LA CARTE”

Advanced induction technology delivers extra power to cooking 
zones in a variety of makes and dimensions. Special functions 
upgrade the basic solution to afford very simple use, and excellent 
clarity and control over the cooking process.
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XtremePower INDUCTION HOBS

SlideTouch control 
at your fingertips

You can set the temperature by 
simply moving your finger over the 
multipoint temperature scale of 
the hob. Complete control over the 
cooking process at your fingertips is 
the result of the increased sensitivity 
and responsiveness of your hob.

 
a true power boost
 
The new generation of Gorenje 
XtremePower induction hobs 
offers incredible power! When the 
Powerboost function is activate, 
high-performance induction coils 
made of state-of-the-art materials, 
and two cooling fans with double 
operating power will kick in to supply 
extra power to the hob. Thoughtfully 
devised electronic switching between 
cooking zones distributes the power 
between built-in inductor coils to 
enable cooking with the highest 
power setting on all cooking zones!

Rapid and economic
 
Time needed to heat 2 litres of water from 15°C to 90°C (in minutes)

XtremePower induction

XtremePower induction
without Powerboost function

Induction with Powerboost funcntion

Induction

HiLight hob

4.2 min

5.7 min

6.5 min

7.1 min

10 min
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SoftMelt

With the SoftMelt function, the 
cooking zone maintains a constant 
temperature of 42°C, allowing you 
to melt honey, butter, and chocolate 
without any additional hassle. Such 
setting is also appropriate for melting 
frozen ready-to-eat meals and minor 
quantities of frozen vegetables.

FishZone oval 
Heater

XtremePower induction hobs are 
fitted with a cookware sensor to 
deliver optimum cooking zone usage. 
Ample offer of induction hobs also 
includes a model with a special oval 
heater, particularly handy for cooking 
or frying fish or large chunks of meat. 

StayWarm 

The StayWarm function will keep your 
cooked food warm at an optimum 
temperature of 70°C. The food will 
thus retain the flavour and stay warm 
to be served later. These innovative 
functions will simplify the way you 
cook, prevent overheating, and save 
power. An excellent addition to your 
cooking options!

StopGo: safe cooking

The StopGo function instantaneously 
turns off all cooking zones while 
saving all current settings; a simple 
touch will restore the cooking 
process. Hence, if the food boils over, 
the StopGo function can be used to 
let you clean up and simple continue 
as soon as you are done. The StopGo 
function will keep your cooking under 
control, even when, for any reason, it 
is interrupted.
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SMART COMBINATIONS AND SPECIAL SHAPES

A brand new shape: 
the “4-in-a-row” hob

The attractive 4-in-a-row hob, with its 
series of four ergonomically positioned 
cooking zones, enables full visibility 
as well as the placement of various 
utensils in front or behind the cooking 
area. This hob is also distinguished by 
its unique electronic control, enabling 
temperature regulation through simply 
moving a finger over a multipoint scale 
on the surface of the hob.

Extremely easy to 
clean

As the hob only heats the surface 
directly under the pan, you do not 
have to worry about cleaning if a pan 
boils over, as nothing sticks or burns 
onto the hob. If something spills, 
simply wipe it away with a wet cloth.

Timer

When preparing a dish that you know 
how long it takes to complete, you 
can set the timer for up to 99 minutes. 
When the cooking is concluded, the 
hob switches off automatically and 
activates an audio signal.

Domino, designed 
for the individual

Hobs with two heating zones allow 
combinations tailored to one’s needs. 
The Gorenje range encompasses glass 
ceramic induction hob, as well as a 
hob with two gas or one wok burner.

Using the right type of 
cookware

Any pan with a ferromagnetic bottom 
(this can be easily checked with an 
ordinary magnet) can be used for 
cooking on an induction hob.
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boilControl: 
prevents boiling 
over

boilControl system will automatically 
adjust the output power of a cooking 
zone. After initially operating at 
maximum power, the cooking zone 
will maintain the temperature at the 
desired level to prevent the food from 
boiling over or overcooking.

FOR YOUR MAXIMUM SAFETY

ChildLock for safety

The ChildLock function prevents children from interfering with or resetting 
the selected parameters, thus also providing protection against accidental 
activation and operation of the hob.

overheat protection

It protects the electronic parts against damage as a consequence of excess 
heat. The device operates in several stages. When the temperature of a cooking 
zone increases considerably, it switches on a two-stage fan. Then, if necessary, 
it inactivates the power boost function, prior to any automatic reduction of 
power to the cooking zones and eventual switch off. When the hob cools down 
sufficiently, its entire heating surface and power is again available. 

Residual heat 
indicators (H)

Ensuring even greater safety, residual 
heat indicators illuminate to reveal 
which zones of the hob are still 
radiating heat. As long as an indicator 
is lit, the respective zone should not 
be touched. It can, however, be used 
for defrosting or maintaining a dish 
warm. Safety switch-off function

In order to ensure maximum safety, the uninterrupted operation of each hob 
is time limited. When the time limit of continual operation is reached, the hob 
switches off automatically.
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Modern gas hobs equipped with 
ergonomically designed knobs and 
distinguished by excellent visibility 
enable a nonpareil preparation of 
dishes. Gorenje gas cookers are 
characterized by their superior 
utilisation of an open flame, which 
translates into a greater heat output 
and improved cooking performance.

Automatic thermal 
protection 

For improved safety in your kitchen, 
the gas intake valve automatically 
closes in the event that the flame 
extinguishes during the operation of 
a burner!

Durable-pan support

Cast iron pan supports are extremely 
stable and highly temperature 
resistant. optimal cooking per- 
formance is guaranteed.

Enhanced burner

Extremely powerful gas burners heat 
the pots on accelerated rate, which 
allows you to prepare your dishes 
within minutes. Vegetables will be 
crunchy and cooked just right, and 
will retain more vitamins, minerals 
and other nutrients compared to food 
cooked in a conventional way.

A GAS HOB wITH A PROFESSIONAL TOUCH

For wok lovers 

Lovers of Asian cuisine will be thrilled by Gorenje’s gas on glass ceramic hob, 
featuring improved high-capacity wok burners with a tailored-made wok 
support.
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 Design:
•	 black ceramic glass
•	 Faceted hob edge

 Features:
•	 SlideTouch control
•	 9 power levels
•	 booster for all zones
•	 Stop n Go function
•	 Soft melt/ keep warm function
•	 Timer 

 Safety systems:
•	 Residual heat indicator
•	 boilControl
•	 Pan detector
•	 Child lock
•	 Automatic switch off
•	 Safety switch off
•	 overheat protection

 Technical information:
•	 Cooking zone output (Diameter) :

 - Front left : 2.3/ 3.7 (210mm)
 - Front right : 2.3/ 3.7 (210mm)
 - Rear left : 1.85/ 3.0 (180mm)
 - Rear right : 1.85/ 3.0 (180mm)

•	 Total connected load : 7400W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 43H x 1110W x 410D

 Cut out dimensions :
•	  1070W x 380D

 Made in E.U.

Built-in 4-zone induction hob
IS1141AC  
$26,800

 Design:
•	 black ceramic glass
•	 Stainless steel decorative side trims

 Features:
•	 SlideTouch control
•	 4 zones with 1 oval zone
•	 9 power levels
•	 booster for all zones
•	 Stop n Go function
•	 Soft melt/ keep warm function
•	 Timer

 Safety systems:
•	 Residual heat indicator
•	 boilControl
•	 Pan detector
•	 Child lock
•	 Automatic switch off
•	 Safety switch off
•	 overheat protection

 Technical information:
•	 Cooking zone output (diameter) :

 - Front left : 2.3/ 3.7 (210mm)
 - Front right : 1.85/ 3.0 (180mm)
 - Rear left : 1.4/ 2.2 (145mm)
 - Rear right : 2.3/ 3.7 (280/180mm)

•	 Total connected load : 7400W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 43H x 768W x 520D

 Cut out dimensions :
•	  750W x 490D

 Made in E.U.

Built-in 4-zone induction hob 
IS742AXC 
$18,800

For both models
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 Design:
•	 black ceramic glass
•	 Faceted hob edge

 Features:
•	 Rotary knob control
•	 Cast iron pan support

 Technical information:
•	 Cooking zone output: 

 - Front: TG 1.3kW/ LPG 1.0kW
 - Rear: TG 3.6kW/ LPG 3.0kW
 
 Appliance dimensions:

•	 115H x 300W x 510D

 Cut out dimensions :
•	 275W x 490H

 Made in E.U.

Built-in domino 2-burner gas hob   
GC340AC  
$7,300

 Design:
•	 black ceramic glass
•	 Faceted hob edge

 Features:
•	 Rotary knob control
•	 Cast iron pan support

 Technical information:
•	 Cooking zone output:  

TG 5.0kW/ LPG 4.0kW

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 152H x 300W x 510D

 Cut out dimensions :
•	 275W x 490H

 Made in E.U.

Built-in domino wok burner
GCW340AC    
$7,800

874

574

274Cut-out width for installing two or more domino 
units with connection kits

Cut-out width for installing two or more domino 
units WITHoUT connection kits
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 Design:
•	 black ceramic glass
•	 Faceted hob edge

 Features: 
•	 Electronic touch control
•	 9 power levels
•	 booster on one zone
•	 Stop n Go function
•	 Timer

 Safety systems :
•	 Residual heat indicator
•	 boilControl
•	 Pan detector
•	 Child lock
•	 Safety switch off
•	 overheat protection

 Technical information:
•	 Cooking zone output (Diameter) :
•	 Front: 1.4kW (160mm)
•	 Rear: 2.3/3.2  (210mm)
•	 Total connected load : 3650W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	 60H x 300W x 510D

 Cut out dimensions :
•	 275W x 490H 

 Made in E.U.

Built-in domino induction hob
IT320AC  
$9,800
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A wide range of kitchen hoods of differing capacity, make, and 
appearance, are available to provide efficient ventilation of kitchen 
including elimination of odours, humidity, and grease particles. The 
space will define the required capacity; your personal taste will 
guide the choice of the perfect model for your kitchen.

HEAVY DUTY 
CAPACITY 

IN STYLE
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THE HARMONY OF SHAPE

Good ventilation is vital

The purpose of a cooker hood is to maintain low pressure in the kitchen so that 
cooking odours are confined to the highest degree possible.

•	 To	equalize	the	pressure,	fresh	air	needs	to	be	drawn	into	the	kitchen,	for	
example, through a door to the next room that has been left ajar. Remem-
ber never open a window that close to a cooker hood in operation, as it 
would only disturb the flow of air.

•	 There	must	be	as	much	 fresh	air	as	possible.	The	cooker	hood	draws	 in	
saturated air through a filter, the air cools, and the fat particles are trapped 
by the filter, while the air is expelled to the outside. 

•	 Metal	filters	are	the	most	effective.
•	 All	Gorenje	cooker	hood	models	are	fitted	with	a	non-return	flap,	which	

closes when the hood is not in use, preventing draughts from outside. 

Useful tips

•	 Remember	 to	 switch	 the	 cooker	 hood	 on	 before	
starting	 to	 cook,	 as	 this	maximizes	 the	 hood’s	 ca-
pacity.

•	 Leave	 the	cooker	hood	 running	 for	another	 15	min	
once you have finished cooking to remove the last 
few traces of cooking odours.

•	 Choose	a	cooker	hood	that	is	at	least	as	wide	as	your	
hob to achieve the best effect.

The necessary extraction capacity is determined by the 
volume of the kitchen.

The volume of the kitchen space can be calculated as 
follows: 
width x height x depth of the kitchen

Volume calculation is performed as follows: 
volume of the kitchen space x 10

Functional design

Attractive design has become an 
important factor in our everyday 
lives; but good cooker hood design 
is simply not enough. A hood also 
needs	to	be	functional.	Gorenje’s	wide	
range of cooker hoods in different 
styles and shapes make it easy to find 
a model that adds a unique touch to 
any kitchen.
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PERFECTION OF TECHNOLOGY

AutoSense Automatic Hood

Controlled	by	a	preset	sensor,	the	hood	reacts	to	any	impurities	or	changes	in	the	air.	When	switched	off,	it	is	closed;	
when switched on, it changes from a vertical-flow hood to a chimney hood that admits the air. This hood is distinguished 
by permanently clean glass; even when you do not have the time to wipe it clean; simply close after use, and the dirty 
particles will remain trapped inside.

P.A.S.	SYSTEM	-	
new technology

With	 its	 new	 perimetric	 advanced	
suction system, the P.A.S System, 
Gorenje is introducing a brand new, 
revolutionary	suction	technique.	With	
the	P.A.S.	System	the	suction	zone	has	
been moved from the central part of 
the cooker hood to the outer edges. 
This provides improved and more con-
centrated suction, while also reducing 
energy consumption and noise levels.
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downdraft hood

This elegant and efficient solution is 
particularly suitable for wider cooking 
hobs	 in	 which	 cooking	 zones	 are	
laid out side by side. The downdraft 
hood is installed next to the hob to 
directly extract the steam and the 
odours during operation. It can be 
built into a kitchen island or installed 
on a worktop next to a wall since the 
position of the motor allows direct 
evacuation to outdoor, through the 
kitchen wall. optionally, it can also 
operate in filter version with using a 
simply installed charcoal filter.

Ceiling-mounted	hood

Architectural trends of modern 
kitchens without wall cabinets compel 
careful choice of the kitchen hood. 
one of the most elegant solutions 
is the ceiling-mounted hood which 
delivers maximum effect of steam and 
odour extraction.

Although ceiling-mounted hoods are 
installed farthest from the cooking 
hob surface, perimeter suction will 
provide extra power and airflow 
speed and thus ultimate performance.
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 Design:
•	Stainless steel finishing

 Features:
•	Electronic touch control
•	4 speed levels
•	Timer function
•	Exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	820m3/hr
•	4	x	20W	halogen	light	bulbs
•	Aluminium grease filter
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	optional charcoal filter
•	Total	connected	load	:	290W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	865-1165H	x	403W	x	303D

 Made in E.U.

Island cooker hood
IDR4545X
$17,800

 Design:
•	Stainless steel finishing

 Features:
•	Electronic touch control
•	4 speed levels
•	Timer function
•	Exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	810m3/hr
•	4	x	20W	halogen	light	bulbs
•	Aluminium grease filter
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	optional charcoal filter
•	Total	connected	load	:	230W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	905-1255H	x	390W

 Made in E.U.

Island cooker hood
IDQ4545X  
$17,800
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90cm wall mounted cooker hood
DVG9545HB/ HW
$16,800

 Design:
•	Black/ white glass finishing with stainless 

steel trims

 Features:
•	Electronic touch control
•	4 speed levels
•	Timer function
•	Exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	910m3/hr
•	2	x	20W	halogen	light	bulbs
•	Aluminium grease filter
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	optional charcoal filter
•	Total	connected	load	:	250W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	1005-1290H	x	900W	x	405D

 Made in E.U.

90cm wall mounted cooker hood
DVRG9535B
$26,800

 Design:
•	Stainless steel and black glass finishing

 Features:
•	Electronic touch control
•	3 speed levels
•	Timer function
•	Exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	830m3/hr
•	2	x	20W	halogen	light	bulbs
•	Aluminium grease filters
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	optional charcoal filter
•	Total	connected	load	:	290W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	911-1140H	x	900W	x	512D

 Made in E.U.

*min. distance between lowest point of the 
hood	and	electric	hob:	450mm,	gas	hob:	
550mm

*min. distance between lowest point of the 
hood	and	electric	hob:	450mm,	gas	hob:	
550mm
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90cm wall mounted cooker hood
DV9446X
$14,800

 Design:
•	Stainless steel finishing

 Features:
•	Electronic control
•	4 speed levels
•	Timer function
•	Exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	975m3/hr
•	2	x	20W	halogen	light	bulbs
•	Aluminium grease filter
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	optional charcoal filter
•	Total	connected	load	:	280W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	1300-1600H	x	900W	x	375D

 Made in E.U.

 Design:
•	Black glass finishing

 Features:
•	Electronic touch control
•	4 speed levels
•	AutoSense
•	Timer function
•	Exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	1,000m3/hr
•	5	x	1W	LED	diode
•	Aluminium grease filters
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	optional charcoal filter
•	Total	connected	load	:	204W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	1050-1370H	x	800W	x	510D

 Made in E.U.

80cm wall mounted cooker hood
DVGA8545AX  
$19,800

*min. distance between lowest point of the hood and   
	 electric	hob:	450mm,	gas	hob:	550mm
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*min. distance between lowest point of the 
hood	and	electric	hob:	500mm,	gas	hob:	
650mm
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60cm/90cm telescopic cooker hood
DF6405X / DF9405X
$6,300 / $7,300

 Design:
•	Stainless steel finishing

 Features:
•	Electronic control
•	3 speed levels
•	Timer for automatic swtich-off
•	Exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	1000m3/hr
•	2	x	20W	halogen	light	bulbs
•	Metal	grease	filters
•	150/120mm	tube	connection
•	optional charcoal filter
•	Total	connected	load	:	320W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	266H	x	600/	900W	x	483D

 Made in E.U.

90cm wall mounted cooker hood
DT9545AX
$8,800

 Design:
•	Stainless steel and black glass finishing

 Features:
•	Electronic touch control
•	4 speed levels
•	Timer function
•	Exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	807m3/hr
•	2	x	20W	halogen	light	bulbs
•	Aluminium grease filters
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	optional charcoal filter
•	Total	connected	load	:	190W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	840-1000H	x	900W	x	504D

 Made in E.U.
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120cm ceiling mounted cooker hood
DC12635X
$29,800

 Design:
•	Stainless steel finishing

 Features:
•	Electronic knob control with remote control
•	3 speed levels
•	Timer
•	Exhaust air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	1,100m3/hr
•	4	x	20W	halogen	light	bulbs
•	Aluminium grease filters
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	Total	connected	load	:	330W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	500H	x	1200W	x	600D

 Made in E.U.

90cm downdraft cooker hood
DFGA9575BX
$38,800

 Design:
•	Black glass finishing

 Features:
•	Electronic touch control
•	4 speed levels
•	Timer
•	Grease filter saturation indicator
•	Exhaust or recirculated air operation

 Technical information:
•	Max.	airflow:	800m3/hr
•	3	x	1W	LED	diode
•	Aluminium grease filter
•	150mm	tube	connection
•	Total	connected	load	:	353W

 Appliance dimensions:
•	1045H	x	860W	x	270D

 Made in E.U.

*min. distance between the lowest point of 
the hood and the top of the hob must be at 
least 1000mm
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generation of efficient refrigerator boast carefully thought out 
interior with the new “VitroLook” aesthetics which, in addition to 
excellent view over the contents, offers easily intelligible icons to 
discretely suggest the most appropriate storage area for each type 
of food.

HEALTHY 
FOOD 

STORAGE
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No frost 
absolute – no 
more laborious 
defrosting

M o d e r n  N o  f r o s t  a b s o l u t e 
technology evacuates the humidity 
from the freezer by employing 
intensive circulation of cool air, 
to prevent accumulation of frost 
on the food and interior walls. 
tedious defrosting and cleaning 
of the freezer is a thing of the 
past. in addition, this technology 
is employed to maintain optimum 
storage conditions for fresh food in 
the fridge compartment as well.

advantages of 
No frost absolute

•	 Frozen	food	will	not	stick	
together;

•		Space	usage	and	clarity	of	
view over the food in the 
freezer are improved;

•		Quality,	colour,	and	aroma	of	
frozen food are maintained.

•		Fully	separated	cooling	and	
freezing process;

•		No	exchange	of	odour	between	
the freezer and refrigerator 
compartment of the appliance;

•		Optimum	humidity	in	the	
refrigerator compartment;

•		Fresh	food	will	not	dry	out,	
which prolongs their quality.

VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY

a++ energy efficiency 

a bigger volume does not necessarily translate into 
a bigger electricity bill. in addition to excellent heat 
insulation, gorenje fridges and freezers also feature 
improved door sealing, as well as state-of-the-art cooling 
system components and refrigeration electronics, all of 
which are designed to minimize energy consumption. 
Choosing one of gorenje’s highly energy efficient cooling 
appliances with energy performance rating a+ or a can 
bring you energy savings of up to 25%.

Compressor with valve

Single	compressor	models	with	a	valve	feature	a	notable	
advantage over the traditional single compressor 
re f r igerators :  w i th  such appl iances ,  the  f r idge 
compartment can be powered off while the freezer 
compartment remains in normal operation. this will 
provide additional savings when you are away for a longer 
period of time, e.g. when you are on holiday. 
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Eco - economy 
program

During periods of less frequent use 
(door opening) or absence from 
home, such as vacation, Eco program 
can provide optimum temperature 
while saving power.

Constant 
temperature in the 
refrigerator

Due to the ventilator, which is built in 
the back wall, the cold air inside the 
refrigerator is constantly circulating. 
this provides quick and even cooling 
of the entire refrigerator and at the 
same time reduces the accumulation 
of condensation on the back wall and 
under the shelves. this creates ideal 
storage conditions for all kinds of 
foods, which stay fresh longer.

SuperCool	
function for 
cooling larger 
amounts of food 

When	 the	 SuperCool	 fast	 cooling	
function is activated, the refrigerator 
will provide a boost to the cooling 
process, dropping the temperature 
to just above the freezing point. Low 
temperature, combined with large 
volume, is ideal for rapid cooling of 
food after major shopping trips.

fastfreeze rapid food freezing 

Maintaining the quality of frozen food depends largely on how fast the 
freezing process is. When the freezing process is faster, the crystals that are 
formed are smaller and do not damage the cells in the food, thus allowing 
it to retain the vitamins, minerals and nutrients longer. With the fastfreeze 
function, the appliances freeze the food at extremely low temperature of 
-32°C. if the function is not deactivated manually, the fast freezing process is 
ended automatically after a certain period of time and the freezer returns to 
the initially set temperature.

IDEAL CLImATE

SensoTech:	
accurate 
temperature 
regulation

Electronic control via a LED display 
allows accurate settings of optimum 
cooling and freezing temperature in-
dependently. advanced models also 
feature separate temperature regula-
tion for fridge and freezer compart-
ments, which makes all the things un-
der your control.
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COmFORTABLE STORAGE

freshZone compartment 
for perishable food

the next generation of refr igerator 
features a freshZone compartment 
designed to preserve and lock in the 
freshness of highly perishable foods. 
a fan blows cold air directly into the 
compartment so that the temperature 
inside is the lowest possible within the 
fridge. as a result, fruit, vegetables and 
meat remain fresher much longer.

SnackBin

The	SnackBin	container	provides	an	 ideal	place	 for	 the	
storage of food such as cheese, salami, spreads, paté or 
butter. a tight container seal keeps the food safe and 
protects it from drying out. the bin is placed beneath the 
glass shelf in the fridge. Hence, it can be easily removed 
and used as a serving tray. if required, it can be moved 
from left to right for extra flexibility of the space in the 
fridge.

Changeable shelf

a split top shelf in selected models allows you to further 
optimize the available space in your fridge. the shelf can 
be used as an ordinary shelf or it can be divided into two 
smaller shelves, which can then be placed one under an-
other. this way, you can create a space for storing taller 
containers or bottles.
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USEFUL VOLUmE

the luxury of freshness

Convenient double door, appealing 
design, and environmentally friendly 
power consumption. the 540-litre 
Side-By-Side	 refrigerator	 stores	
a large quantity of food easily. in 
addition to remarkable spaciousness, 
it also boast innovative concept of 
interior with glass shelves, large 
storage drawers, and convenient 
deep shelves and bins on the inside 
of the door.

appealing design 

The	Gorenje	Side	by	Side	refrigerator,	
available in stainless steel, black, or 
white, is distinctive for its ergonomic 
handle, designed to match with 
the Pure line of appliances. Elegant 
appearance is further enhanced by 
the interactive LCD touch screen 
that provides comfortable operation 
and cont inuous  contro l  o f  the 
temperature in the fridge and freezer 
compartments.
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Electronic control via 
LCD screen

Electronic control allows accurate settings of cooling 
and freezing temperature independently of the 
environment temperature. in addition, it offers the 
fastfreeze option and the holiday mode in which 
the refrigerator operates at 9°C and the freezer 
operates at -18°C. thus, you can make sure the food 
is appropriately stored while you are away, without 
using too much power.

LED lighting

Gorenje	Side-by-side	model	with	sophisticated	and	eco-
nomical LED interior lighting allows a clear view into the 
refrigerator and freezer compartment. Carefully thought 
out position of the lamps elegantly illuminates the entire 
interior regardless of how loaded the refrigerator is; at the 
same time, it allows maximum usage of space on the up-
per shelf.

icemaker

the refrigerator is also fitted with a convenient icemaker 
and an additional drawer for storage of ice or ice cubes.
fill the rotating ice tray with water and let it freeze. then, 
release the ice cubes into the ice drawer with a single 
twist of a button, and use the ice to refresh your bever-
ages. thus, you will be the perfect host at any time.
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NRS85728X Side-by-side refrigerator  $22,800

 Features:
•	Electronic control with LED display
•	No frost
•	Separate	temperature	control	for	fridge	

and freezer
•	 intelligent mode
•	Vacation mode
•	fast cooling
•	fast freezing
•	twist ice maker
•	Door alarm
•	adjustable feet

 Fridge section:
•	3 adjustable glass shelves
•	2 vegetable drawers
•	1 diary compartment
•	4 door shelves

 Freezer section:
•	3 glass shelves
•	2 storage compartments
•	5 door shelves

 Technical information:
•	1 compressor 
•	Net capacity:

- total: 537L
- fridge: 345L
- freezer: 192L

•	annual energy consumption: 445kWh
•	freezing capacity (24hrs): 10kg
•	Safe	storage	period	if	power	failure:	7hrs

 Appliance dimensions:
•	1762H x 890W x 733D

 Made in S.E. Asia
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NRKI4181LW Built-in refrigerator  $17,800

 Features:
•	SensorTech	electronic	control
•	No frost
•	Separate	temperature	control	for	fridge	

and freezer
•	Door alarm
•	temperature malfunction alarm
•	Power failure alarm
•	Child lock
•	Reversible door
•	adjustable feet

 Fridge section:
•	fast cooling
•	3 adjustable glass shelves with 1 spilt shelf
•	1 freshZone compartment
•	2 vegetable drawers
•	1 diary compartment
•	3 door shelves
•	flexible egg tray

 Freezer section:
•	fast freezing
•	1 ice tray
•	3 storage compartments

 Technical information*:
•	1 compressor with valve 
•	Net capacity:

- total: 262L
- fridge: 200L
- freezer: 62L

•	annual energy consumption: 310kWh
•	freezing capacity (24hrs):7.5kg
•	Safe	storage	period	if	power	failure:	13hrs

 Appliance dimensions:
•	1770H x 540W x 545D

 Built-in dimesions :
•	1775-1780H x 560-570W x 550D

 Made in E.U.

				*Based	on	E.U.	Standard

approval for the Hong Kong 
Energy	Scheme	is	in	progress.
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 Features:
•	Mechanical control
•	Reversible door
•	fix door mounting
•	adjustable feet

 Freezer section:
•	Manual defrost
•	3 storage compartments

 Technical information*:
•	1 compressor 
•	Net capacity: 86L
•	annual energy consumption: 186kWh
•	freezing capacity (24hrs): 8kg
•	Safe	storage	period	if	

power failure: 17hrs

 Appliance dimensions:
•	818-898H x 596W x 565D

 Built-in dimesions :
•	820-900H x 600W x 550D

 Made in E.U.

 Features:
•	Mechanical control
•	Reversible door
•	fix door mounting
•	adjustable feet

 Fridge section:
•	auto defrost
•	3 adjustable glass shelves 
•	1 vegetable drawer
•	1 diary compartment
•	2 door shelves
•	flexible egg tray

 Technical information*:
•	1 compressor 
•	Net capacity: 143L
•	annual energy consumption: 123kWh

 Appliance dimensions:
•	818-898H x 596W x 565D

 Built-in dimesions :
•	820-900H x 600W x 550D

 Made in E.U.

 Features:
•	Mechanical control
•	Reversible door
•	fix door mounting
•	adjustable feet

 Fridge section:
•	auto defrost
•	2 adjustable glass shelves 
•	1 vegetable drawer
•	1 diary compartment
•	2 door shelves
•	flexible egg tray

 Freezer section:
•	Manual defrost
•	1 ice tray

 Technical information*:
•	1 compressor
•	Net capacity:

- total: 126L
- fridge: 105L
- freezer: 21L

•	annual energy consumption: 189kWh
•	freezing capacity (24hrs): 2kg
•	Safe	storage	period	if	

power failure: 12hrs

 Appliance dimensions:
•	818-898H x 596W x 565D

 Built-in dimesions :
•	820-900H x 600W x 550D

 Made in E.U.

Built-under refrigerator 
RBIU6091AW
$10,800

Built-under refrigerator  
RIU6091AW
$8,800

Built-under freezer  
FIU6091AW
$9,800
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Approval	for	the	Hong	Kong	Energy	Scheme	is	in	progress.

*Based	on	E.U.	Standard
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MONARQUE WINE COOLER
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WITH TIME, 
EXQUISITE THINGS 

BECOME PRECIOUS
TREASURES

The appearance of a wine cooler airs the quality in serving its 
purpose; the design is ergonomic, making the appliance easy to 
use. Smooth metal and glass surfaces comprise a straightforward 
form only that is occasionally accented by bevelled edges. Simple 
and discrete appliance design strikes one as sophisticated in the 
manner of classic elegance; the harmony of the entire composition 
creates a relaxed atmosphere of modern living.
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Tempered glass door 
with UV protection

The specially coated 2-layer tempered 
glass door is scratch and heat resistant 
and also protects the wine from the 
harmful effects of ultra-violet rays. 

Quiet operation

Sound-proof and quiet operation 
is achieved through special design 
solutions: shock absorbing feet, 
special designed compressor and 
double glazed door with sound 
barrier.

Electronic control for 
accurate temperature 
setting

The temperature display shows the 
actual temperature inside the wine 
store. It allows you to adjust the extact 
temperature as you want. Gorenje’s 
wine cooler also features tailor-made 
temperature setting for red or white 
wine, even for a wine lover in beginner 
stage, tasty wines are always reserved. 

Telescopic guides

Smoothly gliding shelves mean that 
you can select any bottle without 
disturbing the rest. 
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 Design:
•	Black body with silver frame door

 Features:
•	Electronic control
•	Digital temperature indicator
•	5 full extendable telescopic guides 

 for holding 8 bottles each
•	2 short telescopic guides for holding 

 6 bottles each
•	Double glazed UV-resistant door
•	Reversible door
•	Adjustable feet

 Technical information:
•	Net capacity: 156L
•	Storage: 52 bottles (0.75L)
•	Temperature range: 5-15oC
•	Noise level: 42dB

 
 Appliance dimensions:
•	Built-under: 868H x 600W x 585D
•	Freestanding: 870H x 600W x 600D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	870H x 600W x 600D

 Made in E.U.

Built-under wine cooler
XWC661E
$20,800

Freestanding wine cooler
XWC661EF
$21,800
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Optimum use of water and high energy efficiency are the features 
that distinguish our dishwashers. Convenient, user-minded 
programs and functions upgrade the possibility of washing up to 
14 place settings at a time. innovative stainless steel interior affords 
high flexibility in arranging the dishes.

EFFICIENCY 
FOR 

SHINY DISHES
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hygiene Programme 

The hygiene Programme includes additional water rinsing 
cycle followed by prolonged washing with hot water (at 
70°C), leading to a sterilization effect. hygiene programme 
will eliminate 99.9 percent of all bacteria. it was specially 
designed for families with young children who require a high 
level of hygiene on children’s plates and bottles.

WASH IN AN EFFICIENT WAY

automatic programme 
selection 

The most sophisticated models feature an 
automatic programme that enables you to wash 
your dishes within two temperature ranges 
(party glassware or fine porcelain at a lower 
temperature, and other, less fragile dishes at a 
higher temperature). The sensors continually 
monitor the water in the dishwasher, identifying 
impurities and adjusting their operation 
accordingly, so as to deliver perfectly clean dishes 
whilst also ensuring the optimal consumption of 
water, energy and time.

Flexible size 
for every kitchen 

Gorenje dishwashers fit well into 
different kitchen cabinets, suitable for 
different family size. The new compact 
dishwasher with 45cm height is 
specially designed for matching with 
other Gorenje compact appliances. it 
is also a smart choice for small family 
to enjoy the economical results from 
dishwasher.

a+aa efficiency

high-quality dishwashers are ranked in the highest energy 
class to date; thus, they deliver extraordinary energy 
efficiency and considerable savings. in addition, they impress 
with a-rated washing and drying effect. From now on, you 
will wash your dishes responsibly and in an environmentally 
friendly manner, as Gorenje dishwashers fully comply with 
the stringent european Guidelines on power savings.
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extremesilence, 
remarkably quiet operation

special sound insulation, efficient motor complete with a support made of high-
quality material, and innovatively designed washing system allow for virtually 
silent dishwasher operation. Gorenje’s most quiet models operate at a declared 
level of 41 dB, which is equivalent to a quiet conversation between two people.

delay start

some Gorenje dishwasher models 
also incorporate the delay start 
feature, which effectively enables you 
to set the time of the dishwashing up 
to 24 hours in advance. 

speedwash 

with lightly soiled dishes you can 
cut the time of dishwashing in half 
by simply pressing the speedwash 
button. it automatically adjusts the 
temperature and water level, thereby 
ensuring optimal cleaning and 
drying in the shortest possible time. 
Function could be used for following 
programmes: intensive; auto, Bio and 
a-10%.

3 in 1 

simply by activating the “3 in 1” 
function, your dishwasher will 
automatically detect which type 
of detergent you are using. if you 
are using a tablet, the dishwasher 
will adjust the washing cycle and 
omit using the rinse aid, making this 
function highly convenient. if you are 
using powder or gel detergent, the 
rinse aid is released to allow optimum 
dishwashing results and perfect shine.

short turbo 
programme: 
Quickintensive 

The selected programme allows you 
to halve the time required to do the 
dishes by optimizing the stages of 
the dishwashing cycle. This way, the 
desired effect is also achieved at full 
load with your dishes done cleaned 
and with outstanding results.

economical with water as well

dishwashers Gorenje also stand out with very low water consumption! Using up 
to 41 percent less water, these machines will allow you to actively contribute to 
responsible use of natural resources. The best models will even use as little as 
9 litres of water.

*applies to the eco program
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ADJUSTED INTERIOR

spacedelux, remarkably spacious

a convenient third basket expands the dishwashing 
capacity to as many as 14 place settings! it comfortably 
holds cutlery and also allows placing longer cutlery items 
and coffee cups separately. such layout also leads to 
better washing results, very simple use and optimum use 
of the washing space.

height adjustable baskets

Both the upper and the lower baskets can be adapted 
to fit the size and the shape of your dishes. The racks 
in the lower basket can be folded to provide space for 
larger items. The upper basket can be moved up to create 
room for oversized plates. The party glass holder in the 
upper basket has been specifically designed for delicate 
stem glasses. The larger, bottom basket also features a 
compartmentalized cutlery basket to accommodate all 
types of kitchen utensils.

Long cooking utensils

The Gorenje models, Premium and exclusive, feature a handy flap in the upper 
basket to hold long cooking utensils. This way, you can optimize your load and 
rest assured that items are held securely and will not slip to the bottom of the 
dishwasher during the dishwashing cycle.
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aquastop 
anti-flooding system

with the aquastop safety feature, the dishwasher can be safely left to operate 
at night as well as in your absence. in case of leakage or flooding, aquastop 
automatically cuts off the water supply while the pump siphons the residual 
water out of the dishwasher basin. aquastop remains fully functional for the 
duration of the working life of the appliance.

MultiClack system

a convenient solution for washing larger pots, pans, plates, and glasses! Gorenje washing machines feature an excellent 
three-level basket height adjustment system. Lifting the baskets, when required, is now even easier since the height 
adjustment mechanism is fitted on both sides of the basket. The MultiClack system allows more flexibility while washing 
the dishes.

Clear water sensor

The water quality sensor monitors 
water purity until the water is 
completely free of impurities. This 
result significantly reduced water 
consumption when washing lightly 
soiled dishes while delivering perfect 
cleaning results every time.
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Built-in 45cm fully-integrated dishwasher
GIC63140AX
$17,800

 Features:
•	6 place settings
•	electronic control
•	5 washing programmes:

 - Normal 
 - intensive
 - super
 - eco
 - Quick
•	3 in 1 detergent function
•	start delay
•	salt & rinse aid indicators
•	aquastop
•	hidden heating element

 Technical information:
•	energy consumption: 0.63kwh
•	water consumption: 8L
•	Total connected load: 1580w

 Appliance dimensions:
•	457h x 598w x 548d

 Built-in dimensions :
•	450h x 560w x 560d

 Made in E.U.

 Features:
•	14 place settings
•	electronic control
•	9 washing programmes:

 - Prewash 
 - delicate 45oC
 - Bio 50oC
 - auto 60-70oC
 - intensive 70oC
 - speedwash – delicate 50oC
 - speedwash – Bio 55oC
 - speedwash – Normal 70oC
 - speedwash – intensive 70oC
•	3 in 1 detergent function
•	hygiene program
•	start delay
•	half load
•	MultiClack system
•	3 spray arms
•	salt & rinse aid indicators
•	adjustable upper basket
•	Foldable bottom basket
•	Clear water sensor
•	aquastop
•	hidden heating element
•	adjustable feet

 Technical information:
•	energy consumption: 1.04kwh
•	water consumption: 9L
•	Total connected load: 2250w

 Appliance dimensions:
•	818-868h x 598w x 570d

 Built-in dimensions :
•	820h x 600w x 575d

 Made in E.U.

Built-in fully-integrated dishwasher
GV65324XV
$14,800 

energy
Class

+
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 Design:
•	Black glass panel with 

stainless steel trims

 Features:
•	12 place settings
•	electronic control
•	5 washing programmes:

 - Prewash
 - intensive 70oC
 - Normal 65oC
 - Bio 50oC 
 - delicate 45oC
•	3 in 1 detergent function
•	start delay
•	MultiClack system
•	salt & rinse aid indicators
•	adjustable upper basket
•	Foldable bottom basket
•	aquastop
•	hidden heating element
•	adjustable feet

 Technical information:
•	energy consumption: 1.01kwh
•	water consumption: 12L
•	Total connected load: 2250w

 Appliance dimensions:
•	818-868h x 598w x 570d

 Built-in dimensions :
•	820h x 600w x 575d

 Made in E.U.

Built-in semi-integrated dishwasher
GI64224AX
$11,800

 Design:
•	Black glass with stainless steel trims
•	ergonomic brushed silver handle
•	For use with 60cm fully-integrated 

dishwasher

 Appliance dimensions:
•	717h x 596w x 60d

 Made in E.U.

Dishwasher décor panel
DFD72PAX
$3,200

energy
Class

+
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PERFECT 
LAUNDRY CARE

Gorenje advanced technology ensures the eff ic iency of 
the washing process .  Th is  i s  addit ional  assurance that 
laundry will receive the best possible care in the shortest 
possible time and with the lowest possible power and water 
consumption. Washing programmes specially adjusted to 
particular types of laundry meet the needs of a modern user.



WASHER-DRYER
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WDI63113 Built-in washer-dryer  $10,800

 Features:
•	Electronic control with LCD display
•	Wash load: 6kg; Dry load: 4kg
•	Max. spin speed: 1100rpm
•	13 washing programmes
•	2 drying programmes
•	Digital display of remaining washing time
•	Wash phrase indicator
•	Extra rinse
•	Rinse hold
•	Skip spin
•	 Intensive wash
•	Quick wash
•	Wool programme
•	Easy iron
•	Anti-crease function
•	Cold wash
•	Start delay
•	Adjustable water level
•	Reverse tumble action
•	Stainless steel drum
•	Child lock
•	Overflow protection
•	Stability control system
•	Adjustable feet

 Technical information:
•	Total connected load: 2300W
•	Annual energy consumption (washing): 256kWh
•	Water consumption: 60L

 Appliance dimensions:
•	820-830H x 596W x 570D

 Built-in dimensions :
•	820-860H x 600W x 575D

 Made in E.U.
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